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Prosecution Argues Can be To Reach Victim, Force the
no Trial Till Supreme
Jail and Hang the
Court Shall Act.
Prisoner. .

Chester, Pa., May 29. Sheriff Mc- Joplin, Mo., May 29. Warrants were
Caldwell, Idaho, May 29. When the
E. Scripps
Clure received instructions from Gov.
Canyon county district court con- sworn out here thl afvernoon barging Oeorgo W. Layne, president of
Pennypacker today to prevent the
i 'W
vened here this morning, the eases of the
From Life Today.
Joplin Savings bank, whloh dosed
fight between Fitzsimmons and Burns.
Mover,
Haywood
were
and Pettlbone
yesterday, and W. C Porter, assistant
While the fight has not been officially
attorneys
prisoners
called.
the
The
for
treasurer,
with receiving deposits
declared off, it is practically certain
InmiedJateJy filed notice of the alleged when they knew the Institution waa
not to occur.
s
'
REMARKABLE CAREER
A
prevent
disqualifications
which should
I
in a falling condition.
K
District Judge Frank Smith from sitWON'T DISCUSS CAUSE
MAN
gave
ting as trial judge, and
notico of MOB RIDES TO LYNCHING
OF REMARKABLE
OF ACTION IN CASE.
demand for change of venue. Twenty- Harrisburg, May 29. Governor Pen
ON A 8PECIAL TRAIN.
six reasons which are alleged to dis
nypacker declined to make comment
Monroe, La., May 29. A mob en
qualify Judge Smith were given.
today on his action in ordering the
Detroit, Mich., May 29. James E.
a snwial train lat night, ami
Among other points charged was that gaged
state police department to prevent the Scrtpps, founder, and tor many years
to Tallulah, La., where thejr
'
Governor Gooding had issuer! a public went
fight between Fitzsimmons and Burns publisher of the Evening News of this
forced the jail end hanged R, V, Rog
manifesto declaring the guilt of de- ers,
at the Tuxedo Athletic club at North city, now combined with the Tribune
and alleged murfendants, and that he had proof of derera ofwhite man,Brown,
Ekeington tonight. The officials at and Detroit. News, and a former dia prominent
their guilt. The fact that Smith is an merchant Jesse
the state police department declined rector of the Associated Press, died
Olrard, La, Rogers waa
appointee of the governor Is set forth tried and of
to disclose their plans but. indicated at bis home today, atter a long illness,
found guilty, but a change
and the allegation that he Is subject of venue and
that a sufficient force of men would aged 71 years. Myelitis, or InflamV.:'
.(.; M
a mistrial waa ordered.
to Influence by the governor, was
be sent to North Essington to prevent mation of the spinal cord, frcm whicn
made.
The manner of drawing the
the fight if the club attempted to pull he had been suffering for a year, was
grand Jury vas also attacked.
it off.
the cause of deatn.
HAD
BRITISH HAVE TROUBLE
Before taking notice of the motion
I 1 1
James Edmund ucrlpps was born in
WITH ZULUS IN AFRICA FEARFUL FIGHT FOUGHT
on
R.
behalf
of
defendants,
James
the
19,
i835,
thorEng.,
London,
of
March
Durban. May 29. Six hundred rebel
ON A LONELY ISLAND
Hawley, chief counsel for thenTosecu- oughly English ancestry, which exhib
LOAD
.
'zulus surrounded and attacked Colon
St. Louis, Mo.. May 29. In Heart
filed affidavits setting forth the
tlon,
near a lonely island 1n the middle of the ited in several generations preceding
el Leuchar's force yesterday
present
corpus
status
of
habeas
the
which
tastes
Buffalo river. Under cover of the bush Mississippi river, six miles above Al- his birth the gifts and
proceedings, taken to the federal suJAMES EDMUND SCRIPPS.
his long, active life.
the natives got within sixty yards of ton, 111., Harvey Robinson, son of distinguished
preme court. He said that the trial of
London. May 29. The startling
eighteenth
of
the
middle
About
the
a
opened
latter
but
the
the British
John H. Robinson, a Chicago attorney. century, a Scripps rebuilt the famous to these,
the defendants could not proceed un news which Lloyd's received from
Scripps-McRaasPress
age
the
or
As
tion
upon
and
came
wealth.
rebels,
with
old
heavy rifle fire
the
and John Murphy, a Cincinnati pugithe habeas corpus matter ehould be VladisvoHtok, announcing that tha
and lantern of Ely cathedral, sociation and the Newspaper Enter- its increasing burdens, he more and til
after two hours of fighting ithe Zulus list, fought a terrific finish fight yes dome four
disposed of by dismissal or by final German steamer Soerabaya, given tip
E.
James
generation
later
prise
and
association.
sought,
more
or
rest
seventy
in
homo
at
Brit
travel,
leaving
killed. The
fled
terday afternoon. The fight was for Scripps viewed the work of his ances
decision of the supreme court. After as lost and removed from the list of
By these newspapers and news as- and when at last the end came he met consultation with attorneys.
lost one killed and three wounded.
$500 a side, and was the culimation
Judge "Overdues," given out by Lloyd's,
One sociations almost
admiration.
with
unconcealed
tor
calmly,
reasoning,
it
as
right
he
had
a
the whole territory
of a long standing enmity between of the cathedral repairer's sons emi
Smith set 2 o'clock this afternoon for had 'been discovered frozen in the
dudo,
discharged
to
he
FOR
had
THE
that
his
of the United States is embraced, and
FIRST FIGHT
argument In this matter, which will pack ice at Ulkolalefsk, near the
the two men, who fought with all the
GOVERNMENT ferocity of tnraged animals. The bat grated to America in 1791, and set there Is hardly a community, large ties, tasted much of the Bweet and be heard before the hearing on the Amur river, has caused considerable
GUATEMALAN
Washington, D. C, May 29. A dis tle lasted five rounds. Robinson won tied at Cape Girardeau, Mo., while an- or small, in the whole country that to bitter of life, filled tip his cup of ex motions of the defendants.
Interest In shipping circles. Accordpatch received at. the state depart with a terrific blow over the heart, other remained in England and estab not more or less subject to the In- perlence and aided his fellow men as
ing to the meager cable the .corpse
the
Dally
Sun
and
London
lished
the
light
says
he
revo
had
to
do it. One of the last
ment
that the Guatemalan
which hung his adverary on the ropes. Literary Gazette, the latter being the fluences which originated with Jas.
of the crew were found completely
philanthropic
Ocos,
performed
had
he
was
acts
lutionists, who attacked
Twenty-fiv- e
men witnessed the battle. first of its ciasa to be published In E. Scripps' venture with the Evening
frozen on hoard of the steamer.
to give ground for a public park at HALE
years ago.
been driven back across the Mexican
News thirty-thre- e
The Soerabaya, which was formerly
pub
pioneer
England.
son
of
A
this
avenues,
In hla home life Jas. E. Scripps Trumbull and Grand River
border, but that small parties of revo
a well lnown Dutch East India steamwas
and
a
Usher
became
grateful
city
recognition
in
found his chief pleasure. He remain- which the
lutionists are appearing at various W. S.
er,, took a cargo of coal out to Japan
IS tne father of James E. Scrimps.
NAVAL
ed extremely simple in his personal named Scripps park.
other points along the Mexican
e
during the
war, tiut
his
Ycung
followed
father
James'
govdor, threatening the Guatemalan
habits. "Old friends are1 itlie best,"
His monuments are his character,
afterwards entered the nervlce of the
long
America,
to
t.
after
and
brother
ernment.
he would say, and the companions hla papers, bis beautiful home and bis
Russian government. The vessel took
IN WASHINGTON
journey, their farm, near Rushvilie. of Ms earlier years, though
they might
gift to the city. Freely
a cargo of arms and ammunition Incounty, Illinois, wa not have achieved as gret succes as numerous
in Schuyler
Washington,
May
29.
MEXICAN GENERALS
D.
There
ad he received, freely did he give.
tended for the defense of Vladivostreached, and the hard conditions of he, were always welcome at his home. And
among
conjecture
EXCEEDED AUTHORITY
men
much
is
naval
one who knew him intimately
to enter that port
Mexico City, May 29. The Mexican Special to The Evening Citizen.
American pioneer life were imposed The frivolities of society he eschewed. said:
In regard to the selection of an of ok, but was unable
owing to the Japanese (blockade, and
government was aware thait forborne
to
Washington, D. C, May 29. U is on young Scrtpps when he was 9 He measured his associates by their
ficer
M.
T.
Admiral
Rear
succeed
"Such & life needs no commentary
refuge in the Amur river.
The reported that the conference commit- years old.
time past dissatisfaction
wit
His tenth year was spent li herent worth, never by their posi It supplies Its own."
Endlcott, chief of the Bureau of took
There,
Ootober, she received
regime of President Calelra was tee on statehood has unanimously entirely in the hard labor of the new
Yards and Docks, when that officer orders notlast
to proceed to VladisvoatoK,
widespread in Guatemala, and that agreed on the first Foraker amend farm. In his eleventh winter, and
goes on the retired list In November.
until after the ratification cf the peace
several malcontents had gathered in ment, with the single and solitary ex- until lie was 13 years old, he was ac
It so happens that one ot the civil 'treaty,
and accordingly waited her
meager
advantages
of
or
Chiapas.
The
state
Mexican
engineers
of
Foraker,
ception
corded
the
himself
Is
of senior rank
.Senator
the
available time. Shortly
afterwards' the vessel
government required General Ballias the father of the amendment agreed short winter terms In a country
ofduty,
naturally,
for the
and
line
disappeared, and nothing Is known ot
to move to Touala, some distance upon. He is ftgaung any agreement school. Before he was a man In years,
filing
applications
ficers ars
for
their
subsequent movements.
from the border in order to prevent whatever, evidently being afraid to he had taught school two winters,
appointment. It Is recognized tnat tne herThe
steamer Brna was dispatched
violation of international law. General leave the question of statehood to the while he continued to lalor on the
return of the bureau to line influence In November
last from VladisvoatoK
Barillas and General Castillo, o people of Arizona atone, the vote of farm in summer.
and control would be an Important In search of the missing ship, but recrossing ithe line Sunday night, dis New Mexico not being counted. AnEarly in .1857. at the age of 22
gain by the naval board, which has turned, having found no trace of either
tribiited a proclamation to the inhab other meeting of the committee will years, he made his way to Chicago,
much to do with the public works, the steamer or Us crew.
commercial
himself
prepared
for
calling
Guatamala,
and
on them be held tomorrow.
itants of
the extension of naval plants and the
The Soerabaya, which was of 2,44 1
busia
in
by
a
course
taking
againat
Delegate
to rise
Cadeira whom the
Andrews has presented a work
establishment of stations at home and tons, gross, carried a crew ct some
designated as "the most calamitous petition signed by many citizens of ness ccllege.
beyond the seas.
Senator Hale is
hanua. " It Is presumed that a
figure of our contemporaneous history Koswetl and Hagerman, Chavez counHis first employment, which lasted
against the naval general lioard, as thirty
part
the cargo, which was valued
of
keep
was
months,
books
only
ty,
to
against Sunday legislation.
a few
who having possessed himself of now
he Is In opposition to the army gen at some $250.(MH, can be saved. An
er by crime, has perpetuated himself
The pension of John W. Blanchard, for a lumber comiwny. HI rule was
staff, and declares that no apeclal expedition will be sent out to recover
eral
therein by a chain of crimes." Th New Mexico, for $30, has been report- to save half his salary, a rule he so
advantage would be derived to the as mucn as possible of the cargo and
proclamation is long, and contains de ed favorably by the senate commit- scrupulously
followed that within
service in its 'personnel or material the frozen bodies of the sailors.
enough
years
five
he had accumulated
tee.
mand for radical reform.
branches by transferring bureau dubusia
in
W. S. Hopewell, so largely Identified to purchase a small interest
ties and responsibilities to it. The DOG SHOW ON AT BRIGHTON
ness.
with the interests of Albuquerque, and
president, cn the other hand, Inclines
BEACH RACE TRACK.
Leaving the lumber company ihe
in fact of all New . exico, Is in the
Brooklyn, N. Y., May 29. The fifth
Washington, D. C, May 29. The ney was authorized by the appropria to the (belief that the .work would be
newspaper
Into
city. He is meeting many senators made his entrance
house committee on labor today au- tions committee
report It to the facilitated and administration duties annual 'bench show of the Long Island
and representatives and a number of work. He was collector, proof reader thorized a favorable report on the house today. It Istothe largest sundry
by an enlargement of the Kennel Club opens today at, the
ofgovernment officials.
and general utility man about the
powers of the general board, and the Brighton Beacu race track. Many ot
IN
eight hour bill. Chairman Gardner, civil bill ever reporttd.
carrying
caChicago
fice of the
Tribune. His
of New Jersey, ald there was no op- nearly $94,500,000, of which over majority of naval ottleers agree with the best dogs of the country are InSHAKESPEAREAN REVIVAL
pacity and industry soon secured for posing vote.
$25,000,000 Is for work on the Panama him.
cluded In the entry list, which ia bigIN
YORK
NEW
THEATERS him an appointment as commercial
ger than at any previous sihow of the
oanal. The amount carried Is, howNashville,- - Teun., May 29. Unusual
New .York, May 29. A Shake-sieare- and marine reporter. leaving there, JIM CROW CARS
club. Besides the cash prizes, which
ever, $11,000,000 less than was shown UNION VETERAN LEGION
ARE
interest is manifested in the demorevival will le inaugurated he went to Detroit the following yeai
HOLDS MEMORIAL 8ERVICES. aggne-gatmore than $1,000, there will
BONE OF CONTENTION. by the estimates from the various decratic state convention, which was this evening, when diaries Frohman
became commercial editor of the
N. J., May 29. The me- be many special awards, donated by
partments,
Paterson.
called to order here this forenoon, for will present Julia Marlowe and E. H. and
The
May
29.
canal
Washington,
appropriation
D.
a
C,
At
Advertiser, to the duties of
special
cultivating
auspices of various clubs
tie purpose of nominating a state Sothern In the first of a series of Dally
w hich iposition
were soon added those two hours' session tf the conferees will be reimbursed to the treasury by morial servlcerf under the
features or the
ticket. Of course, the gubernatorial Shakespearean
productions at the of news editor. This was speedily of the railroad rate bill today, a num- the proceeds from the sale of the the Union Veteran Legion will be held breeds. One cf the
contest U the special feature of In- Academy of Music. These produc- followed by a partnership in the busi- ber of undisputed amendments were canal Umds. Deducting the canal ap- this evening. A number of prominent show will he the racing of tiny Italian
greyhounds, Whippets.
terest iu the convention, and the bit- tions were originally given at the ness.
tentatively agreed upon and consid- propriation, the bill carries 1.721,980 speakers will address the meeting.
more
ter fight which has been waged dur- Kuickerbocker Theater, and will conthe
than
current
civil
sundry
a
'wag
erable
time
discusto
devoted
He had determined early that he
ing the past few weeks, is 6ure to. be tinue for four weeks. The cycle will
"Jim Crow" car act. Among the. appropriating are
would not marry until he had an as- sion of the
Improvement
carried into the convention, when the Ugin this evening with Romeo and sured
Sabine and
$1,000 a year, provision. This amendment has been Natchez, rivt rs ofIn
least
income
at
of
Texas, $411,500. WORK
nomination of candidate for governor Julht. which will be presented every and as this was now realized he took giving the republican conferees some
ON
comes up in the afternoon. The day this week. Next week will be de
concern, because of the opposition The appropriation for public
blinpartner,
Miss
his
a
hito
affairs
life
morning session was devoted to the voted to "Much Ado About Nothing,1 Harriet J. Mestdnger, of Detroit, with made by northern
Texas, $57, Sou.
negroes against ding include
preliminaries of the convention, the the following week to "Taming of the with whom
Uae alleged principle Involved in the 2nd Sherman, Texas, 40,u .... in har-b- .
been
has
his
domestic
life
f committees,
appointment
r Improvements, Galveston gets
separation of the races. Tillman anand a Shrew ' and "Mercuant of Venice,
happy one.
$l'.ii.ooi) and the Galveston ship canal
few .addresses.
Both gubernatorial and the final week to "Twelfth Night a singularly
In the same year, 18C2, he brought nounced that he would not consent to $200,000.
candidates, Governor Cox as well as and "Hamkt."
about the consolidation of the two re- any change In the senate provisions.
General Patterson, have established
publican papers of Detroit, the TribPRESIDENT OFF FOR
TO KNOW
headquarters h re, and from early
By Wire From Messrs. Tevis
une, an afternoon paper, and the Ad- SULZER WANTS
TILLMAN'S FIGHT
PORTSMOUTH
TO SPEAK. News
morning loth headquarters were
ABOUT PACKING HOUSES.
paper,
morning
vertiser,
be
and
Dthe
May
WasliiiiKton,
29. PresiC,
Washington, D.
.day 29.
Uy the friends and su porters
FOR POLITICAL LIFE came business manager anil later sentative Sulzcr, ofC, New York, Repref the respective candidates.
today dent Roosevelt left this afternoon for
to M. 0. Chadbourne Last Night.
While
new
enterprise.
managing
of
editor
the
Shelby county lias instructed its
introduced ia sfsolution calling fn Portsmouth, Va., whre on tomorrow
business
From
forward
his
time
the
Washington, I). C, May 29. A short
the president, "if not. Incompatible he will deliver the Memorial day adin favor of General Patterson,
highly successful. In February with
Route.
Ties Being Strewn Along
public interests,' to send to the dress. His trip to Portsmouth will
Hamilton county has sent a delega- respite from rate bill legislation has was
Evening
News.
h73.
founded
he
the
n the cruiser
Mayflower.
be made
rehouse
earliest
his
at
convenience
tion instructed In favcr of Governor been furnished by the necessary ab- Success with
this encouraged him to ports of Charles I'. O'Neill and Jas. The president will be accompanied by
John I. Cox, and also favoring W. U. sence of Senator Tillman from Wash1878
H. Reynolds, "In connection with their Mrs. Roosevelt. Miss Carew, and his
Oleage for railroad commissioner. ington. No sooner was the vote similar enterprises elsewhere. InCleveIt looks very much like the long said Mr. Chadbourne, "as at present
Preas" was established in
investigation of the meat trust, stock cuildnn, mini ami Quintin. At the promised
Both candidates claim that enough taken than tne South Carolina senator "The
electric line to the Ameri- decided upon, but of course may be
St.
1SS0
land;
in
the
Chronicle
in
in the
yards
meat, packing houses of conclusion of the ceremony
delegates are instructed to vote for packed his grip for a hurried trip
and
will soon subject to certain minor changes belouis, and in 18S1 the Post was pur- Chicago, and other places, and all cemetery the party will be the guests can Lumber company millsbarring
them to Insure their nominatlnn, but home.
acfore work progresses too far."
In Cincinle a thing In reality, and
c i, resondence
Senator Tillman, like several other chased and
data,
ill of the commandant of the Portsmouth
exhibits
and
tose not directly interested
In the
"How about the steel?" remarked
and weather permitting, the
From that time on newspaper
navai station, at a luneneon. After cidents
atiy way relating t ' ie same."
contest are ct the opinion that tilie senators, has political trouble on his nati.
city proper will be connected with the the reporter.
on the Scripps idea and by
go
on
again
will
party
the
luncheon
It is understood that Kindlay,
question is by no means fettled and hands. His enemies have 'taken cour- founded
of
"Don't be alarmed about the steel,"
lumber mills by steel rails within
men who were associated with the South Carolina, u.Il introduce
a sim- hoard lie Mayflower and proceed to thirty days.
u nomination will be possible on the age and are trying once mire to down
answered Mr. Chadbourne, "we have
News. wto established In many of ilar resolution
will
be
stop
n,
a
brief
where
laid
Himpi
they
him.
The
stick
their
have
legal
suggestion
betli'
ballot.
squabble
The
of
first
principal cities of the country. Williams,
last night, M. O. ChadlHcirne re- enough within easy reach to build
made in the Hampton institute.
twet-the Cox and the Patterson fac- hand to is the stale dispensary sys- the
the minority leader.
ceived a telegram from W. S. TevlS twenty miles, and there will be no
no butter idea of the extent
Perhaps
was
which
tem,
by
Tillman
created
primarwith
in
connection
the
tions
and H. A. Jastro, giving him instruc- delays as far as the steel is concerned.
of .Mr. Scripps' influence and en- APPROPRIATIONS IN
NOT ALL HARMONY IN
ies has caused considerable bad blood when he was governor of South Car- terprise
tions to begin at once con struct ion There Is plenty right here In towu
world
in the newspaper
MINERS.
FEDERATION
OF
OF
THE
EACH
olina.
HOUSES.
in
the convention
and a lively contest
can be given than in this list of news20. The con- work on the line to the saw mills, to keep the track layers busy when
May
May
('
Washington,
D.
Colo,
'i's.
Denver,
pull
will
It
Tillman
that
is
The
believed
is expected.
morning Mr. the grading is completed and ties are
appropriation
the Western Federal ion of and bright and early this
hill,
through all right, but he likes to be papers and kindred enterprises which agricultural
to vention
was at work, lies being laid, and, my candid opinion expressed
Chadbourne
in
city,
in
SH'tit
this
session
loMiners,
when there is a fight are the direct result of the foundation which special
on the
attaches
WOMEN GOES BAREFOOTED
int'i't
inspection amend- ;he morning in discussing the contest hauled from the mills and strewn for publication, is that the street cars
AND REACHES AGE OF 118. on, and he has )ien very uneasy venture made on August 23, 1873: The calise r the tiii-Tribune. ment placed on it in the senate, is ocr seats of Patrick Fitzgerald anil along Twelfth street south from the will be making regular trips from the
Munich, May 2'.). How to be haJe tnrough i.ie three months of rate de- Dulroit News, the Ih'troit
city to the lumber mills inside of thirthe Cleveland Press, the Cincinnati now U fore the ho
committee on William Cunningham, of Rutte, Mont. Mountain roiid.
and hearty at the age of 118 years bate.
This afternoon Mr. Chadbourne was ty days."
the agriculture.
lo
As anyzed by mem- The seats w re finally awarded
Senator Tillman uas nothing to do l'ost. the St. Ioiiis
U a problem which is given few perMr.
morning," continued
"Thi
by a representative of The Eventhe Akron !().) bers of tile cotomi'
the inspection John ('. l.owney ami Patrick Duffy, seen
sons to solve. It has bet n siu cess-fill- at ureseiit with the dispensary sys Covington (Ky l'ost.
.thai ho had Chadbourne, "wagons from the luming Citizen, and stat-Neww-HcfolTo
a
Toledo
the
the
a
IMcr,
decision
This
new
Josepha
ontai!..having
amendment
it
com.
tem,
but
has
by
tanis.
he
created
'prop'hre
ai hieved
from Messrs. ber company commenced hauling tit's
tin" Columbus Citizen, the ositions. It exteti
inspection to Ihe lowed by a bolt of thirteen members telegraphic instructions
woodman's widow, of Spitzeudnrf. eh sen lo defend it, and his fate will ledo Times,
Jastro, authorizing him to to North Twelfth street and in a few
and
Tevis
Bay City en' ire product c
Rapids
Press,
delegates
the
In
d
being
ihe
InGrand
winter,
convention,
the
on
i
this
ml
dt
pi
of
and
the
system.
the
fate
of
Summer
Bavaria.
proceed with construction work on the days ties will le strewn along the enTimes, the Baltimore World, the
try, and provides T a sanitary ln-- fr m Unite union No, 1.
id woman goes barefo ted, fearing
line to the lumber mills at once, and tire extension from the corner of
G. A. R. Memorial Services.
Sun.
the Kansas
spection ot all
nig
plants anil
no oh ills or col, Is. Her daily diet bs
hoped to have the line, barring ac- Second street and Railroad avenue to
be
IMPROVE A
Y., May 29. The ser- World, .be Omaha News, the St. Paul places the cost ot
Albany,
N.
!i inspection
CONDITIONS
butterih
,n
of
consisted
mainly
aiwavs
NVws. the the packers.
LITTLE IN WOOL MARKET cidents, weather conditions and other the mills. I hope to have a force of
milk' dumplings, sauerkraut and po- vice for the Grand Army, preliminary News, the I'c Moines
street, north,
lay celebration, will Miniirapolis News, the Sun Diego
Iloston. May 2H. The wool market unforeseen disturbances, iu opera' ion men grading on SecondIn
tatoes. Fran VA r, who has heel: a lo the Memorial
a few days
to New York avenue
improved tone and inside of thirty days.
INCLUDE
Record,
Angeles
slightly
Re- Sun, the Low
evening
the
APPROPRIATIONS
ibis
First
bf
the
held
at
with
shows
sixty-eighyears,
lives
t
widow for
lino will run north on Second and ull Indications uow point to the
trade.
from
"The
News,
observable
organiFOR
All
MONEY
church.
Francisco
San
Star,
formed
the
lately
CANAL.
'.
Seattle
iatriotic
interest
more
years,
and
a daughter aged
Washington, D. V May 2a. The Tile ihtuI opinion here seems to Ik? street to New York avenue, thence on fact that there will be no interrupwaikej t the neighboring village of- sations of the city will be represented the Tacoma Times. Ihe Sitokane Press,
sundry
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St. Petersburg. May 29 The gov
ernment, has decided on its course of
'action with reference to the vte "f
lack of confidence of the lower bouse
and its demand for resignation of the
tninistry. It will swallow parliament's
affront and treat its resolution simply
,aa a declaration beyond its cotnpe
tency. and as not binding upon the
monarch. In other words, the gov
ernment has decided to ignore the de
maad of the lower house but will not
dissolve the parliament In the mean
time the government will offer par
liament its own projects for a solu
tion of the agrarian questions, and
if they are rejected the lower house
will be allowed to elaborate its own
nroieots. No amnesty will be granted
but political prisoners will .be released
as rapidly as possible.
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Much Business Attended to Eight Hour
Labor Day Rate Bill in Conference.
Largest Appropriation Bill on Record.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

TUE EVENING CITIZEN
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a Pima county,
Though there
a
Pima Is In Graham county and
In not In Maricopa county, lut
In Pinal county.
- Skull vnncy was named from tho
great abundance of skinls found there
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NAMES

OF ARIRONA TOWNS
MANY

HISTORIC

ARE

AND ROHONCHINAMAN

MANTICA
ORED.

Despite the fact that this was originally Spanish territory and tttlll
has many Spanish speaking residents.
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ell Mormon
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The pnstofD.ee at Acomlta, Valencia
county, has been discontinued. Vail
nddre'saed to that oint will Iks sent to
Scania.
Postoffiee Name Changed.
The name of the postoflice at Jocounty, has been
seph. Socorro
changed to Aragon. Cornello Aragon
has been appointed postmaster.
Star Service Established.
Star service has been established
from Port Sumner, Guadalupe county,
to Tolar, Ro:?evelt county, a distance
of sixteen miles, trips to be made
three times a week. The contract
for carrying the mail Iras been awardC. Scruggs, of Port Sumed to
ner, at $4 so a year.
Not to Be Moved.
Postoffiee
F. S. Trotter, assistant superintendent of the division of salaries and
allowances cf the postofflce department, wno recently investigated the
complaint that the postofllce at Raton
Is located in an unneslrable district
of the city, has reported In favor of
retaining the postolllce at Ms present
site, but also recommended that the
premises be enlarged and additional
equipment me installed by the lessor
preparatory to giving Raton free delivery of mail. This the lessor has
consented to do at once, and In
the Katon postofflce will be
one of the lest equipped In the ter- rltory.
...
bum
face, neck and chest I applied Dr.
Thomas" Electric Oil. The pain ceas- a restful
sank , into
ed- nnd
- the child
,
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GOOD

GROW

H. BRIGCS

WANTED.

First and Gold Ave.

CO..

first-clas-

d

Prop'rs.
Both

Phones

oooooooooo
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless

Extracting

ALL WORK

$6.00
$1.50 Up

...,50c

Petitions 'lave been signed in San
Antonio and vicinity praying for the
establishment :f postoftlces at Carthage. Hansonuerg and Ozanne, the
miles
latter being about thirty-eigh- t
from that town. Ozanne Is the home
ranch of Hon. H. O. liursum, who
employs a good many men, nnd who
now are compelled ito go to San An
tonio for their mail. The petition will
le forwarded to Delegate Andrews for
action, and to make an effort to have
tne postomce oepartmeni act iavora
bly upon the request. Between 500
and Boo people will be served by the
route asked for.
The coal railroad, which is now in
progress of construction from San An
tonio to Carthage. Is being rapidly
pushed, and will be ready for opera
tion in a few days, probably not later
than June 10. Aa soon as It is done,
a iarge force of coal miners will be
employed at Carthage, and from twen
ty to twenty-fivcars of coal will 1e
the daily output.
e

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

s
WANTED A
cook at the
Vendotne hotel, at once.
WANTED
woman f r
C'om.ivtent.
general housework. 906 West Railroad avenue.
WANTED
Oeutlemeu's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R, J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED One or two ladles, to take
furnished flat for summer; four
rooms wlt.h bath;
ocol,
pleasant
rooms and good location. Rent reasonable. Address, M. D., Evening
Citizen.
ny number
WANTED Good men,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Sliver
avenue, tinder Elite rooming house
MALE HELP WANTED.
$20
WANTED Branch managers;
cenh, weekly. Ivlve at home.
unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
avenue, under Elite rooming house

PHARMACY
a

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

National League.
R H R
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
5 g
Philadelphia
3 9 0
Batteries
Fraser and Livingston;
McCIoskey, Richie and Dooin.
At Chicago
R. h. E.
Chicago
4
9 2
At

Boston

2

2

8

Batteries Brown and Monlan; Lin
dirman and Needham.
At .St. Louis
R. H. E
ht. Louis
5 9 1
4
isew iork
7 0
Batteries
Tiiomsan and Grady;
winse, liresnahan and Bowerman.
Pittsburg-Brooklygame postponed
on account of rain.
n

American League.
game post
poned on account of rain.
Boston-Chicag- o
game postponed on
account or rain.
.New
game postponed
on account or rain.
Washington-Clevelan-

d

lork-Detro-

lf

SPOOK

Mcintosh takes

care of

his

"kids'

When the Browns were on their
way homo from Ronwell
and their
throats were dry and duHty, and hun

ger was gnawing at their belts and
their wallets were empty, "a guld
man by the name of William Mcintosh
met them at Estancla, where their
train stopped for lunch.
president
of the
Mr. Mcintosh,
Browns, had journeyed all the way in
from his ranch to see his "kids," and
they ate porterhouse steaks as Mr.
Mcintosh's guests. He saw that they
were well fed and saw that they girt
off on their train all right.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Department of tho Interior, land
May
fice at Santa Fe. N. M

Of-

12,

Notice Is hereby given that the
lowing named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final
prorf in support of his claim, and
that said proof will bo made before
the probate
clerk at Albuquerque
New Mexico, on Julv 5, 1906, viz.
JoTin M. Gunn. of Iguna, Valencl
Sjcial Correspondence:
county, N. M.. for the north half of
lllotmilngton.
111.,
May
:'5
tho northeast quarter of section 2G,
KBocKing out the will of old Jamts
township 7 north, range 6 west.
v
l. ironiuaiiKh, a Jury has Just
J
He names the following witnesses
that he was lrrtsionsil,le uion
to prove his continuous residence
the subject of Spiritualism, and was
unduly influenced when he left a a neatly trimmed moustache and blue uion and cultivation of said land,
1250.000 estate to found a Spiritiinlim eyes. "Bright Eyes'- nad continued to viz.:
Kenneth C. C. Ounn, E. B. Mlllett,
grow. He told Crumiiaugh that there
oburch at the town of U ltoy.
Crumbaugh was n typical old farm- were Letter barber shops In the spirit Cnorge H. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
New Mexico.
er and country banker. He was mar- land than lure. "Bright Eyes" came all of I.aguna. MANUEL
R. OTERO,
to his bed at nigh-- and kissed dim.
ried, but his only child, lorn f
Register.
yearn ago, lived but six weeks. Most "Brlulu Eyes." when he had fallen In
a
on
one
brush
pulltire
people had never heard of this child,
of his farms,
a bon. until 1898, when CrumbauEh ed him out. -- Bright Eyes" t Id him
of
his Interests In the laiiK,
tecame a spiritualist. Nightly seances;'0 dlsiKise
did so.
were Held at his house, so wmmverl ud
and CURE the LUNGS
In his home hung a large portrait
was he. In the belief, and at one of
"Bright
of
Eyes."
these- seances the son manifested
framed in heavy
WITH
himself, Crumbaugh said. The aplrll igil:. There also was a picture of an
s
Chief,
Indian
w!io was Mrs.
of the child was named "Bright Eyes,"
guiding spirit.
and the eld man lavished on "Bright
Kyes" all the affection that had nougat
Mrs. Crumhaugh died in California
an outlet for years. "Bright Eves" a few months ano. and left a will
Pries
r0NSl'M?ll0N
guided Crumbaugli In his moat trifling which ratified her husband's will
0e &S1-0OUuHQ and
FOR
and most Imp riant actions alike, a
If the verdict against. CrumuHugn
f'ree Trial.
iOLOS
Spiritualistic seance being
will stands, his wife's estate will get
tach time to provide communication. more than $iro,iMio, and practically all
burcut nd Uiuvh'eat Oure for ftll
Instead of a baby, "Bright Eyes" wai of this will go to the church Just the
THROAT
and LUIIG TROUB.
known to Crumhaugh as a big, strong same. Now her Iieirs propose to break
LE3, or MONiTi UACX.
tnan, with black 'hair, large features, her will also.
fol
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Extends to Depositor

INSiDE

FO R S ALE A
newly painted,

seven-riJ-

house!

jminiQg

every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHItON,

PORTERF1ELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue.
and

TOPEKA

&

Office,
N. T. Armllo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High- Freauencv Electrical Current and Ger
micide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
Officer
JOSHUA 8. KATNOLM
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKEHD
R. A. FROST
H. T. RATNOUD8

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coab
lines. Office, 31314 West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5

V.

.

14.

M .Ylce
.....

President
President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

....
......

.

JJISili?

DEPOSITORT.

,.,..

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Ocltal, Surplus and Profit

$ftOO,004,M

$360,000.00

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa

fa

Railway Company

0000000000X0XCOOOCOOOXX
YOUR ACCOUNT

K

IS WELCOME

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution to
guard the Interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of its officers.
DIRECTORS.
WM. FARR.
O. N. MARRON.
I. A. DYE.
J. A. WEINMAN.
E. A. MIERA.
F. H. STRONG. ' D. H. CARNS.
'
J. B. HERNDON.
JAY A. HUBBS.

0
S
L

O

XDOOXDOOXXXDXOOCKOOC0XP
A

ESTABLISHED 1$7I

"OLD RBLIABLE"

0. PUTNEY

L,

Practice

J

i

WHOLESALE' GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

p. n

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,
Commercial Club Building. Black

RY.

and Director.

p....... ...

0--

CK. W. G. SHADRACH,

SANTA FE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

DR. R. L. HUST,

--

OS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

Best Location

modern con
and white hearse, $5.
venances, with six lots, trees and
ARCHITECTS.
shrubbery. A snap to any one looking for a home. C. M. Wilkinson,
Spencer
W.
F.
and V. O. Walling
Wool Scouring mills.
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
FOR SALE My general merchandise Albuquerqu. N. M. Both 'phones.
business located four miles from
LAND MATTERS.
Helen. A rare chance for some one
to step Into a nice money-makin- g
-- 44. W. S.
Otero,
business. Will bear full investigaUnited States Court Commissioner,
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on 703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
or address, Chas. Mann, Publitos, N. to matters before the land offlc
Mex.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
FOR
SALE General
merchandise
'store, with saloon in connection.
J. R. Farwell,
paying business. Established
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Tlulldlng.
for sixteen years. Store, 25x50 fret.
NOTARY PUBLIO.
Warehouse, loxfiO feet. Stock will
Invoice about $2,500. This stock is
Thos. K. D. Mrddleon,
all new and ck'an. Reason for
Office with W. B. Chlldera, 117 'Wait
going out of business. Address.
Gold avenue.
Mrs. .1. Weluer, Sandoval, N. M. '
VETERNINARIAN.
FO R SALE A largo nirrcanille busl-nesenjoying a most excellent
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
trade, and controlling business for
Office, 421 North Second street
a large scope of country'; or will Plwnos Auto.. 311; Colo.. Black 35
sell half. Can engage In the sheep Resilience 'phone, Auto., 747.
and cattle business; also gristmill.
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
Good hargaln fer
some energetic
man with from $6,000 to $8,000 to
A. L. Morgan.
invest.
Call at The Citizen office
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
f'C particulars.
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
FOR SALE Stock and tLmber ranch; cheerfully furnished; lob work solic
ViiO
30
about
head of ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
acres fenced;
cattle, 3 horsixs; wagons, tools and 911 North Second street, Albuquer
farming implements.
Two
que, N.- M.
bouses, barn, and large corral. Only
BEAUTY CULTURE.
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
go eminent reservation.
Plenty ol
Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
wa'er. Price, $1,500. Easy terms.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
N lvach & Co., real estate dealers,
Late of New York City.
avenue.
- West Gold
The latest scientific appliances and
FOR SALE Two sets ol snelvlng, up to date methods for treating the
n in y feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
face, hair and scalp, complexion
count, rs; one thirty-foo- t
counter. steaming and bleaching, manicuring
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water MasNot f as Rich ar. Rockefeller.
Hair DryIf .wm ha4 all the wealth of Rocke- sage; Electric
feller. M;e Standard OH magnate, you er; Radio Bell, one of the latent sciencould not buy a better medicine for tific discoveries in the treatment of
bowel (otuplaiuts than Chamberlain's tho sklu by colored light rays and
Colic, ci, iora and Diarrhoea Remedy. heat.
The most eminent physician can not SUITE Sr. and 3fi. BARNETT BLDG.
precr.!i,. a better preparation
AND MASSAGE.
SHAMPOOING
for
"'He and diarrhoea, both for children
Shamiooing
and facial massage;
and adults.
The unlfor insuccess of
this ivmedy baa shown it to be su-I- " will give treatment at home or at ofri'
It never fails, fice'. Room 19, Elite hotel. Mrs. M.
to all others.
and when reduced with water and F. Breen.
TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
it is pleasant to take.
Every family should be supplied with WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
it. Soi,i by all druggists.
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
all

Q)l

in the City.

work

DEPOSITS

SOLOMON
$1,000
800

CORNER

SAYINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

t'&Q IJ.T1J&

Two Lots,
Corner cf
Silver and Edith.

ON

s

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERUE, N.

RAILl DAD AVENUE
SAVE

TROUBLE

AND

M.

0

EXPENSE,

As well as sickness and possibly loss
of life, by having defective plumbing

taken out and up to date sanitary
plumbing put into your home. We'll
tit you up a model bath room, with
gas heating attachment for hot water,
at a reasonablo cost.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.

sell-ins-

1906.

nece-saur-

Loan

ALLOWED

INTEREST

ro.-ms-

DABE NOW

Crum-baugh'-

Co

Pianos, Orjsnt, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as hJgh
as 1200.00. Loans are quickly nade
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods rerates
your
possession. Our
main In
are reasonable. Call and see os before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
8teamshlp tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
IIS West Railroad Ale.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On Furniture,

FOUND A bunch of Yale keys. Will
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
be returned to owner at The Citizen office upon payment for this noLAWYERS.
tice.
FOR RENT.
Bernard S. Rodey.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
FUR RENT Large?,
front
newly furnished. 416 South Third N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
street.
rooms and Will practice In all courts of the terri
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 413 tory and aefote the United State
land office.
South Third street.
Ira M. Bona.
FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Wst Railroad avenue.
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
FOR RENT Three-roohouse in letter patents, trade marks, claims.
per
AdHighlands,
$12
month.
the
R. W. U. Bryan.
dress, Highlands, Citizen office.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
Five-rooFOR RENT
furnished que, N. M. Office, First National
house, reasonable; no Invalids; In- Bank building.
quire at C33 South Broadway.
E. W. Dobson.
FOR RENi A cool, pleasant front
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
peoroom on ground floor. No sick
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
301 North Second
ple need
DENTISTS.
street, opposite fire station.
FOR RENT Nice iunncheu rooms)
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
with electric lights and bath, for
Dental Surgeon.
light housekeeping
and sleeping
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
purposes. Inquire at corner of the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Railroad avenue and Fourth street. Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Over hardware store.
mall.
FOR RENT Cottage flats of two to
Edmund J. Alger. O. D. S.
four rooms, nicely furnished for
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very hours, 8:30 a. in., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
cheap for the summer, or will board p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
by the week or month very reason- pointments made by mall.
able. Mrs. E. K. Nwrls, 524 John
PHYSICIANS.
street, east end of viaduct.

Western League.
At Sioux City
R. H. E.
Hives, eczema, itcn or salt rheum
4 10
sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch Sioux City
6 8
of your clothing. Doan'a Ointment Lincoln
Batteries McCabe and Freeze; Ey
cures the most obstinate of cases
ler and Ztnran.
'Why suffer. All druggists sell it.
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
FOR 8ALE.
Des Moines
2 7
Omaha
3
0
FOR SALE Jersey cow, 723 North
Batteries Manske, Miller nd Dex
Second street
ter; Koukalik and Gondlng.
FOR SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
Kelly's, five and one-hamiles
American Association.
south of city.
At Minneapolis
FOR SALE A saddle mare, cheap.
Minneapolis
Inquire of Mrs. J. W. McQuade, No.
Kansas City
234 North waiter Btreet.
Ait Louisville
L:uisville
rUK &ALE A hauusome Hardman
9
piano, In One condition and almost
Toledo
At Colunrbus
fcew, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
Columbus
5 tOR SALE
Indianapolis
douoie-ba- r
A
At St. Paul
reled,
shotgun; bran new
2
St. Paul
never has been used; one of tn
Milwaukee
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
flee for particulars.

-

Money

Notarial

FOUND.

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

Urm-ciHH-

w7

tele-

phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

mi.-ftak-

B

canlj

boy, and

NEW MEXICO

8ni surplus. $100,000

Capital

Tele-

A. D.
office,

.

ALBUQUERQUE

the 'Weteni Union or Postal
TELEPHONE
graph
for an
T. measen.ar
your
to The Citizen
ad with the
or
tend
offices

TRUST CO.

M0INTEZUF.3A

and you can rely upon It, if we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have alo rented hundred! of house
well
to I d nearly everything we have adver- by xir wnt seta,
tUed throuflh them.

Persons who have t heir prescriptions filled at our store
need nave no fear of substitution, of which so much Is now
being written.
For prescription work we use
only the finest drugs and chemicals manufactured,
and use
exactly wtoat. the physician directs.
are
So many precautions
Is
taken by us 'lhtit a
practically Impossible.

ALVARADO

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Per Word Insertion

One Cent

1 1

NEARLY COMPLETED NEW MAIL
ROUTE DESIRED THREE POST-DiablOFFICES TO BE ESTABLISHED,

LOVED DEAD
A

"""

All I UNIU
CARTHAGE RAILROAD

odd.
Bug.

Arizona has a Paradise and an Edeu,
and the latter place has the name of
being the home of the neighborhood
quarrel. There is a Globe and a
Planet and a Tombstone.
How this famous camp got. its name
is an Interesting story In Itself. It
was named jby the man who discov- ered the Tombstone mines. He had
often been told that the only rock

'"'

-

jAIM

fr

fumpklns.
There are some that sound as
There la a Bumble Bee and a Big

y

'!

The majority of t'ae towns bearing
Spanish names are so named because
of special significance, such as Agua
Callente, meaning water, and Canyon
meaning Devifs canyen. There,
are many odd names, such as Arizmo,
an abbreviation of Arizona and Mls-- i
eourl. It is settled Jy a colony of
Missourlans.
Kymo is an abbreviation of Missouri and Kentucky, and it is settled
by people from those two stated.
meaning King
K. of
Kofa Is
of Arizona, and derives Its name from
a miner of the same name.
Some of the other odd names are
Show Low, which is said to have been
christened after a good old game of
even un. Snow Flake Is named after
two Mormons, and not because there
is a great abundance of the beautiful
there.
Chin Lee honors a Ohlnaman, it is
said, and Calalxizas, a Spanish name,
meaning
pumpkins the Town of
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Standard Keating & Plumbing Co.
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Auto phone, 671.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE
O LUMBER

NO CHIC AO

PAINT
Always In
BUILDING PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears
stoe-k-.
Cement,
Plaster,
Lime,
longest, most economlacl, full
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
TsarvavBrsl
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FRESH NEWS
DIRECT FROM

BP" Unlvorsity Heights

LONDON TOWN
Police Get Angry Because

M

Motorists Escape
Their Trap.
EJECTED

HJJ131E

FROM OWN HOUSfc

Longworths Will Visit London
in Height of Social
Season.

LT

You can take immediate possession. The rent money you
can save will pay all of the installments. If you intend to invest, do it NOW; it will mean much for you. Values are
sure to advance as soon as construction work begins on the
NEW ELECTRIC CAR LINE TO THE UNIVERSITY.

Special Correspondence.
London, .May 29. Motorists are
jubilant over a recent decision of the
Croydon tliench. which dismissed the
preposterous charge of olistructlng
the police in the execution of their
duty which was 'brought against a
gentleman named Little.
The charge was based on the fact
that Mr. Little warned a number of
motorists that they were approacning
a police trap, the consequence being
that they Blackened their speed over
the measured distance so It was Impossible for the officers timing them
to say that the statutory limit had
been exceeded.
No doubt It was a disappointment
to the police to ue deprived of what
they had looked upon as their prey.
But, after all, the first duty of the
police, themselves, Is to prevent the
law 'being broken, and not to He in
ambush, for the capture of possible
transgressors, and It Is surely the
height of alieurdlty to suggest that a
citizen who Is really helping them In
the performance f that duty Is guilty
of obstruction.
If this prosecution had succeeded
we might next nave heard of someone
being charged with obstructing the
police because he counselled a drunk'
en man to go home quietly. We might
even have witnessed the prosecution
of a clergyman on the ground that his
work In rescuing and reforming 1ad
characters Interfered with the proper
business of the police!

Lots, $25 to $150.

50-fo- ot

$5 down, $5 a month.

Only

Flo

Interest

CALL AT THE OFFICE.

Free Automobile Ride to and from the Property.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVE WT CO.

H. B. FERGUSSON,

AMERICANS THROW OWNER
OUT OF HIS OWN HOUSE

Baron Deichman, whose name has
lately come before the public in con
nection with a tragedy in his ser
vant's hall in London, and who Is one
of the best judges of horses In the
United Kingdom, has a grudge against
Americans.
Returning to London rather unex
pectedly fr.sm his beautiful castle onl
the Knine, he found his house occupied by a party of Americans, wno
resented his Intrusion, and pitched
him out into the street. Investigation
developed the fact that his butler,
who had been with him lor yeais,
and whom he trusted blindly, had
leased the house, cellar and all, to a
rather "rapid" American family, never
dreaming that his master would depart from his Invariable custom of
remaining four monthhs at his place
In Germany.
Since that time no male attendant
ever has been tolerated In the baron's
house, and butler, second Imtler,
groom of the chambers, and footmen,
are all members of the fair sex.
The baron is easily recognized at
the coaching meets by his extraordinary shaped high silk hats, which are
built with heavy visors, so as to
shade his eyes, or rather, his remaining eye, f?r he lost the ottoer one
while hunting with the
Bicester
hounds. It is perhaps due to this infirmity that this most hospitable and
klndhearted of men has become so
crabbed and Irritable In his old age.
JACK KNIFE CAUSES

OFFICE;

illustrated, is
publication.

announced

for

Seafaring
loggerheads Just now with their masters, and the cause of the trouble Is
most extraordinary. There have been
numerous wreens of fishing vessels
for some time past, owing to inexplicable errors of the compass. ThU led
the underwriters of craft sailing from
Grimsby to make' investigation, with
the result that they discovered de
flections of the connpass were due to
a special type of large clasp kulfe
that Is popular with local fishermen.
The method of tempering the knife
in the course 01 manufacture confers
upon it magnetic properties that are
ao ipowerrul that when it is in a
wheelman's pocket, it deflects the
needle two or three points, and as the
man moves the needle gyrates In the
oddest maimer. These knives were
recognized as dangerous, and the skippers forbade unylnxly entering the
bridge house with one of them. It
was found almost iniiKwslble to enforce this rule, however, and now the
edict has gone forth that the men
must not even carry knives of this
pattern. As sailors like to choose
their own knives, much argument has
been Indulged in.
ABOUT SNAKES WHICH
ARE THOUGHT TO FLY
At a recent meeting of the Iondon
Zoological Society, R. Shelford, lute of

the Sarawak

Museum, volunteered
some facts on what he termed "flying"
snakes.
These snakes are
climbers, and a wonderful provision
of nature has leen made for them to
broak their fall in case of accident
at a height from the ground.
They have a sort of hinge-lin- e
in
the skin, on either side of the body,
and by muscular contract ion tae ventral surface of the reptile is drawn
in so as to become quite concave and
the body more flattened. When falling, instead of wriggling, as other
snakes do, they ho. their Ixxiles
riiil and glide down slowly to
ai quite
the ground, which they
un angle from where their fall began.
per-flatl-

h

ENGLISH WOMAN'S VIEW
OF AMERICAN SIN MANILA
Mr. Campbell Iauneey is the author of a bixik entitled "An Englishwoman in the Philij pines." which will
throw an int. rest in liitfit on the first
t In Americans in
experiment made
governing an
riental dependency.
During nearly a year's visit Id the
islands, Mrs. 'Campbell IViunccy lia
the best c;Krt!Uiii:''s of studying
Ixith the Filipinos ami tluir new rulers, and aiming oilier things she tells
u
that
of some of the curiims
have followed the American intruduc-tioof ideas of sociai equality nt u
land where they ..aw hitherto be n
unknown. The took, which will be

.'

1

President

M. W. FLOURNOY,

Vice-Pre- s.

early

D. K. B. SELLERS,

j

the money in the temples for

Frank Dulgen, French horn, (CinThe Coronado Tent City Concert
cinnati Symphonie orchestra.)
band, under direction of Henry
Perry Johnson, Frenca horn.
will give the, first concert of
Max Pottag, Krencn horn, (Cincinis
the season tonight, neginning at
nati Symphonic orchestra.)
o'clock, from the Alvarado. The proSavina Rendino, French horn.
gram selected for the opening conF. A. Kendall, baritone, (Brooks'
band.)
cert is a splendid one. Director
Ixmis J. Bennett, tronuone soloist.
has gathered an organization
Frank Lott, tromlione.
of artists, and this years' band can
A. W. Cochran, trombone and
well be classed with such well known
f
tiands as Sousa, Innes, and any
Ptrry W.ilsey, bass.
the well known eastern concert bands.
Ohl-meye-

PUBLISHES
BOOK IN ENGLAND

The Champion Sole

se-

Sewing Machine

curity. Those were days of primitive banking.
Modern banking is the result of
a slow development, and today the
bank offers every possible facility
and the methods are systematic
and simple.
A man deposits his money in the
bank; he can then go out among
his fellows, pay his debts, make
purchases, etc., by writing a check
for his obligations. He checks
against his money in the bank.
The checking system is most
convenient, it is adjusted to the
needs of everyone; for large business, for small business.

Coronado Band Will Render a Splendid Concert at the Alvarado.

Anglers are interested in the forthcoming volume on fishing from the
pen of Charles P. Holden, the American. The book Is to be published by
Messrs. Constable & Co. Mr. Holden
relates in it his experiences in angling
for the great game fish of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of America.

Secretary

In the First National Bank Building

THE FIRST CONCERT WILL BE In ancient times, the
Greeks intrusted their gold
RENDERED TONIGHT
and silver to the priests, who kept

Representative and Mrs. Nicholas
Longworth, who was .Miss
Alice
Roosevelt, will be In London in the
height, of the season, and plans are
already making for their entertainment. Ambassador and Mrs. White-laHeld will lead off in a series of
smart functions In their honor and
.Mrs. Ogden Mills
and the Misses
Mills, who will also be In London, will
participate in theBe special
AMERICAN

and Treas.

9 South Second Street

I

MR. AND MRS. LONG WORTH
WILL VISIT LONDON

LOSS OF VESSELS SOME STATISTICS ABOUT
men at Grimsby are at
GREAT LONDON

re.-ul-

AMY

Ohl-mey-

This

Machine Sews a

A.

corre-anonden- t.

f ::

Pair Half -- Soles

At-

I'

CITYi

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Some of the curious facts ajout the'
great city of London have been put j
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
MEXICO
intp an interesting form by Consul'
General Wynne, the former postmas-- j
tcr general and Washington
Mr. Wynne finds that the
six and a half million people in Great-General Merchandise and Real Estate
er London live in 928,008 houses. The
For Sale.
ixpulation one hundred years ago
t
waaf just one-fiftwhat it is now.
FOR S A LB General
nierchandls
Though the number of births was
and real estate, cheap for cash.
nearly double the numlw r of deaths
f
one-haloh
ea,
SALE
FOR
Ran
mile
in 1S04, the birth rate is steadily desouth of the city of Albuquerque;
clining. The Kstal figures show that
suitable for aristocratic country
in 1905 there were 1,023 postofflces
homes and for truck or general
24oj public tele-- j
in Ixmdon, ana
farming; plenty of well water to be
phones working. The total imports
had at from ten to forty feet.
iu London In iittH amounted to $849,-FIFTEEN-ACRTanch, aliout three
oKfi.ouu, and the total exKrta $4tf2.-- !
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
299,iH,i.
idea of Iondon's
Some
two ditches; best Irrigating condiwealth is conveyed In the following
tions; raise anything; best, soil in
statement of the assessed income tax1
Mini
:
the valley.
values in 1904: Houses represent
THOUSANDS of cottonwood trees for
$218.2C4,Oi0; traders and professions.
transplanting.
$oC4,"00,0U0;
profits of companies and,
LOTS In different parts of the city.
other interests, $t;98,000,OoO; salaries
ill sell cheap on monthly payment
(corporate bodies), $115,000,000; salplan.
aries (army and navy) $103,000,000.
Special Record Breaking Offer.
Sym-- !
It. Klimltz, bass, (Pittsburg
In 1!05 tnere were 2,993 motor cars The following are the members of the
TWO 1JTS, one big store wnn full
I honie orchestra.)
and 1,832 motor cycles In Indon. band:
stock of general merchandise; two
A. Geoff rion. K flat clarionet.
W. R. Keitz. sylophone soloist
Licenses to drive were granted to
extra rooms in store; large back
8,089 people, the fees received amountflutist, (Cincinnati (Pittsburg Symphonie orchestra.)
F. V. Hadalle-tt- ,
yard; barn, and wagon shed;
ing to $3,0o0.
Symphonie orchestra.)
F. Parisi, drums.
houso adjoining the store.
H.
Rosemblum, obeo, (Cincinnati;
Tonight's Program.
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
j 1.
Symphonie orchestra.)
to ' riemiiamldo"
Grand
Overture
Prietw and other information
(Homestead Entry No. 11293.)
Hruc. Tnomas, clarionet.
Rossini
made known on application in
of the Interior, Land
2. Hallet Music from FaiiHt," (suite
Victor Oscar Geotfrion, clarionet.
person or writing to owner.
lire at Santa Fe, N. M., April
No. 1 )
F. Van Surdam, clarionet, (Brooks'
Gounod
190G.
3. Melodies gathered
band.)
mm the mu- Notice is hereby given that the folCharles K. .Ihar, sol clarionet, (Inslcal fantasy "Woodland,"
lowing named settler has filed
nes band.)
Luders
of his Intention to make final
George T. McGuire, solo clarionet,! 4. Waltz Suite, 'i. nz and Llelnj". .
923 So. Second St.
proof in supports of his claim, and , nrooku' band i
Von Blon
New Mexico
that said proof will be made before George K. Gould, bassoon.
Albuquerque,
5. Selection from
comic opera
the probate clerk of pernalillo county
Frank G. Paulisoh, solo cornotlst,
"Jacinto"
Itobyn
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June (Innes band.)
!. Wedding March. frm
"The Hat
ti, 1900, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Lopez, of
Charles I'inney. solo cornet ist.
SCREEN TIME
Cnarnier of liumelin"
Nessler 8
Carpenter,
Bernalillo county. New
Clyde I. oil, cornet.
At the conceit mm rrow evening
i
Door and Window
here.
Mexico, for the west half of the south-- !
Franz 11' ue, tluegel horn s loist, the soloists of the bam! will be heard
tcreent made to order.
west quarter of section 12, township! (ten years a soloUt with Sousa's and another excul. n' program will be
0 ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
in norm, ranpe o ram.
i,a,i ,
rendered by t he andHe names the following witnesses
oooooooocoooo
to prove his continuous residence
rr
.l
"r.
uion. and cultivation oof said land,1
Fortunate Missourlans.
B. A.
MERCHANT TAILORING
vjz
ESTATE-NOTARY
I N is U II A N C E,
HKAL
Uandro Jaramlllo, Pedro Garcia,! "When I was a druggist, at Livonia,
PUBLIC.
Francisco Olguin and Ilario Gutierrez, Mo ," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST"!
Room f,, Cromwell Illock, Albuquerque
all of Carpetner, New Mexico
AVENUE,
O.
RAILROAD
BAM-Graysville, Mo., "three of my cus-- i
Automatic Telephone, 174.
It.
MANTEL
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
OTERO.
of
permanently
re
cured
wi
torners
Register.
My merchant tailoring shop s upconsumption by Dr. King's New Dls- covery, and are well tmd strong today. stairs over No. 20J West Railroad aveRtomach Troubles.
Mrs. Sno Martin, an old and hlghly One was tryinir to sell his property nue, where J soli' it the patronage of,
respic'.ed reid. nt of I'aisonla, Mins., and move to Arizona, but after using the public. All work cuaranteed first-Business College.
Albuquerque
was sit U with stomoch trouble for New Iiiscovery a
OPKNS
time he fotinrl plats, as I have had fifteen years' ex- more than tsix months.
Slllta tnu.lo
Chamber- - It unnei s.,ai y to do tv '. I regard lr. nerlenfB In tha lni,:r,-SMonday, June 4, 1906.
Iain's S'.i'inux'h and Liver Tablets Kind's N w Iiiscovcry as the most to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
"I can now womhrfiil
cureil her. Hlie says:
niiilicine in existence." repaired. The tipceit'.o I use will not
Graded and High School Branches
want and am the Surest Cough and CulJ cure and Injure the cloth. Ijadlea" garments
cat anything
$10.00 for ten weeks.
proudest woman in the world to find Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed also cleaned and wa"anf! skirts made Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. 8. Ramsey
Manager
such a good medicine." For sale by by all druggists. &0c and $1. Trial to order. Give me a trial.
proprietress
O. BAMBINI.
all dru;glts. Samples frve.
bottleg free.
410 West Railroad Ave.
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REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Summer School
SLEYSTER

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.
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Albuquerque Outlooll

has full faith and confidence that the
Albuquerque Eastern railroad will lie built, that work
will begin upon :t In a Ttmsonably short time, Rnd that
its construction will l by in present owners of the
Sant Fe Central. This paper has- two solid foundations
for lU faithMn this matter, either of which were sufficient
to tteelf, but the union of which timkes doubt absurd.
The first of thee, is the repeated assurances of the
management and chief promoters of the enterprise.
' These gentlemen have repeatedly and emphatically
not only that they intend to construct, the road,
but that all arrangements, Hhereto have been completed.
Thoee two things they assert a positive facts; and they
repeat these fact as often as some one for sinister
attempts to undermine the financial standing of the
6aata Fe Central or to announce its purchase by other
CUJsen

-

ed

pur--pott- oe

parties.

The statements of 1hese gentlemen would be acby all who know them, on any matter concerning
which they were competent to speak, and any assertion
f (heirs concerning questions of fact would carry conviction to any mind. If this le true in reference to ordinary affairs, It must also be true In bo important a transaction as the construction of the Albuquerque Eastern,
where thoy have; every motive for being 'exact and
to
detriment
where deception could only work
'their enterprise as well as tofheir own Individual
concluded
that
Hence tJ must be
4 reputations.
they know where off they affirm, and that when they say
'that, they will complete the Albuquerque Eastern and
that all arrangement have been made to that end, they
mean exactly what they nay no more, no less.
The second argument Is that the Santa Fe Central
and the Pennsylvania Development company need the
'
Albuquerque Eastern fully as much as, if not more than,
Albuquerque needs rt. There are millions invested by
the two companies, and neither company can realize its
fullest measure, of prosperity without the Albuquerque
Eastern. It ia doubtful tday If there Is. another projected road, in the United States, of so short a length, of so
matl a construction cot and which will be so valuable
to all the parties concerned, when once completed and In
operation, as this fame Albuquerque Eastern. Its value
to this city, The. Citizen has already discussed. Its value
10 me sum a re central ana to tne Pennsylvania nevei
opment company, in completing the connections of the
first and in making available and successful the in
terests and enterprises of the latter, The Citizen need
not attempt to s.tale in detail. They are recognized by
all, and the very fact of their existence is proof that the
.'"owners of the two must and will complete the connecting
link.

cepted

Financial Conditions
In speaking of the fact that the Pennsylvania

'

..

v

Science Insults Man
Burbank's scheme, for applying
methods

his
..Luther
of plant breeding to the human family, bids fair to be
taken seriously, says the Imluth News Tribune. Assistant Secretary Hays, of the department of agriculture,
has appointed a committee from the American Breeders'
asBoclation, to investigate the subject and consider the

'

NOT INDICTED

..

poHHibility of applying the methods used in the scientific
.breeding of plants and animals, to the perfect Iny of the

human type.
)i
Modern science has intimidated us with the uiiiquiT- Otis mlcrolie, awed us with the sense of our insignificance
'
and made us forswear Father Adam a.id own the ape as
.our progenitor, but when it attempts to place the prorogation of the human species on a level with that of the
lower animals, it is adding En insult to an injury that
!iiIcrole-riishould make even
n man
rebel.
That the human family nee.:.-- , improvement i a d
plorable fact; th.it Americans need better htpd:ty and
better environment, no one will deny. But. while Mr.
Hays and the American Breeder.- -' association ;ire
their Utoplon scheme, thousands of children aie
lieing ruined in factories and sweat shops for the lack
of healthful, decnt surroundings, an! our eluoti'ma!
,
and suciul systems are grinding out only
fighter for the industrial and comiiiei cial
world, who will be the mothers of the future.
When our government has tiin and opportunity to
consider the vital question of it.-- , future citizenship, we
will have an Investigation and remedial legislation fur
those conditions which threa-t-the home and menace
the strength of the unborn children, li.it such work will
not come under the department of agriculture, nci'her
"will it l.e based upon
an iinpiacticable theory that
Insults the reason and decency of civilized num.
--

nerve-racKed-

keen-brain-

Arizona Silver Belt: In ihe first half of the month
of May the expenditures of the national governme.i: exceeded the revenue by rising $2,(hhi,(mii, an this in pite
of the fact that '.he receipts
heavier than those for
the first fifteen days in May of either l'JWi or l:o4. This
excess of expenditures for the current month brings down
Ihe tsurplus of the fihcal year to date to a little over
000,000 bo that it in probable that the whole fiscal year
will ,how no marked surplus r deficit. With a month
and a half yet to go, Vnrle Ham has expended $.'ll.y.7,.
000 in the fiscal year !('(..
1

wc-r-

There is a town in Peru tailed l'awa, says the Four
Track News for June, where it Is eald, there has not
leu a drop of rain iu thirteen years. When the country
begins to look dry ami dusty this summer, ihlng of Paita.

For the Killing of Prof. Duff.
Well Known Man Gets

Mis Elizabeth Howard WW wood is foi:iwlng In the
New Idea Woman's Magazine the favorite line of study
for the moment, r.amely, a comparison of the relative

positions of the different races composing the American
nation. After noting the home Industries of the Italian
women, and the factory labor of the Irish and Germans,
she speak thus of the Hebrew girl who figures so largely in the Industrial life of the great cities:
"But of all the women who clamor for admittance at
the gates of American citizenship, the Jewess is Hie most
dramatic and progressive In her race for economic prosperity. The lalssez faire of her I.at1n cousin, and the
mental poise of her Germanic sister are alike unknown to
her. Oppression political, industrial and racial has
been her portion lor centuries. Now, for the first time,
her nationality and her religion do not Inhibit her activ-ties- ,
and she seizes upon her
freedom with
the eagerness and Intensity which mark the attitude
of her race.
'That is why eo many Jewish girls, even ftvni the
very poorest homes, continue their education beyond the
grammar grades .enter the normal college and commer
cial schools of our cities, end choose teaching and fcten
ography instead of domestic service and factory work
Of late they ere taking up other professions, ami I re
cently talked with a New York lawyer who was brought
up In en East Side sweat shop, she earning her board
and clothes by making underwear at night, when she was
not studying stenography at the Hebrew TechnicaJ
school. Once she had completed her course and was
drawing her salary in en office, she reversed the order
and entered a free evening law schoo.
"The same spirit Is evident among those who follow
factory life. They are as restless to advance as they are
eager to improve, and what, the Italian women accomplish through personal contact with their employing
firms they bring about by organized laVr and strikes

Foot Smashed.

ball club

base

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearfs. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

organized

is

Choice Underwea r. .

Special Cotres)H)ndence.

Every Man May be Fitted.

d

self-defen-

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at

50 c. per garment. Choice thin Underwear
fabrics, 75 c. to $4.50 per garment.
Fine

Ended ;May 2$

Chas. E. Linney.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC
For the wek ending May 28,

1906: Threatening con
ditions obtained over much of the territory during the
greater part of the last week,' although the actual precipitation was small, and mostly confined to the northern
portion. Good showers,' however, occurred over the
southern half of the territory at the close of the previous
week being especially heavy in the lower Rio Grande
valley, the precipitation at El Paso amounting to 0.90
inch. Considerable show fell on Wednesday and Thurs
day over the mountains of the northern ranges, and even
touched some of the higher peaks as far south as Sierra
county. Frost, however, did not occur as cloudiness and
,: '
winds prevailed. ,
The temperature, a a rule, was low anil' a general
deficiency occurred, amounting, fto .3 or 4 degrees a day.
The streams rising in the southeast
and southwest
mountain ranges are slowly-- , falling,: having reached
their maximum stage last weVk. but those rising in the
northern part of the territory or in 'southern Colorado are
sltill very high and will no doubt continue so well into
June.
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Popular

Tommato

00XOC3000
a great discovery the tomato was as an article

Wihat
of food. While most food plants are of comparatively
ancient origin, there are plenty of people living today
who can remember when it was only an ornament culti-

vated for the beauty of its dainty blossoms and hand
some fruit. While its beauty was admired, it was considered like the poisonous oak, dangerous to even handle
except by "dark complected" persons. Years of acquaintanceship, however, wore off its superstition and a few
"
actually owned up- to having tasted the
fruit.
From this small beginning, has gradually grown a
use that makes today an industry with a combined capita of over thirty millions of dollars, which disburses millions of dollar 10 its employes each year and aggregates
an output of two'lumdred and forty millions cans. This
product goes into every household in the land and is as
familiar an anicle of diet as any other of the staple pro
ducts of the soil. Each year sees an increasing consum
ption and the more intimate the acquaintance the greater
the use. The reason for this is very obvious. There i"
no better appetizer and as an article of seasoning the to
mato Imparts a taste that cannot be imitated. It is so
distinctive that its presence can be located even in min
ute particles, vet the nunnenev h.ns evervihlni? that de
lights the palate and nothing that offends the nostril.
The growth of its general popularity dates back to
the titlle of t.le first successful nufkini' lmnc
When the
e
of the
as a food was established, demand
m i !e i: ne. t
.!;
to have a cheaper price than the local
market garden, r could afford, and to meet this the tin
vc.i as a (Uii. lustier of space was called into requisition.
Ir w;is tound much cheaper
projiortionaiely to raise one
'N.usund bushels than ten so by the aid of the tin the
cooked product could be placed on the consumer's table
at a price v, reasonable as to enable its daily use.
Moreover, tiie article put in the ea.i is brought fresh
picked from ihe field, hermetically sealed and immediately sterilized ,y beat, while the uncanned fruit is
frequently r h ipji.-.fur hundreds of miles before it is
used as a food. This artificially ripened fruit mus.: be
gathen-gre, n and the red color it finally assumes is.
the withering of hungry tissue that should have fed the
fruit will the
nourishing juice that comes from the
soil and by the aid of Mother Nature is thus transformed. No preservative is used bv the canner r.s the action
of heat insures kxuir.g for an indefinlie tin...
There is nothing so healthy as this rich, ripe fruit
dumped out of the clean white can r. a ly for any use.
The taste is tqial to the f:e-- h fruit and i v ry semblance of waste in shape of rind or core has been removed. ICti: it? why the very sight and smell are irresistible, and the most insistent appetite can be sated
becau.se of its absolute hurnilew-ncsK- .
Its healthf ulnefcs
has never been attacked and the rich juices colored as
the life giving fluid act as a tonic even for the invalid
stomach. There is no home where Its visits are not
welcome, and the table of either the millionaire or peasant is alike familiar with its presence. A Indian corn,
it is distinctly of American origin, and proud indeed can
we be of both of these excellent food plants.
"fool-hardy-
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ad-vertisin-
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May

x
3000
1000
1000

shoes.

Lead and Copper.

$19.0o.

New York Money Market.
New York, May 29. Money on call,
steady, at 2i(?MMs per cent; prime

FrOvslonB.

Chin:-!- .
May 29. Following vvf
closini; nrices todav.
Wlieat May,
July.
Corn May, 48'.c; July. 4&Tyc.
Oats May,
Juij-- . 34c.
1'ork May. $10.35; July. $10.35.
I.atil May, $S.M); July. $8.85.
Rii's Mav. $11.45; July, $9 47'2.

$"c.

34c;

t'eunsi ivania
Southern Pacific
I'ni.-I'acific, common
I'niou l'acifio, preferred
A:iia::n;4ted Copper
I
i
S
1, common
'
!. preferred
s--

Wm. CHAPLIN

134
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Visit

Staple and Fancy

Mr. and Mrs. H. H Wvn
Mlay. May 2'.'. a hoy.
Ira A. Abbott and tiauithter

P. MATTEUCCI
ALL

I Kale r in
KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.

in,i

0

P--

our display of gas ranges.
It monsiiations in cooking Friday,
at. 7:30 p. m. to ! p. m..

The Albuquerque

Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

l(

ooooxooototoo,ototott,'
ME LIN I & EAKIN,
Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

t

rlCJ"f WeT5,eDUo t0,r JelIowOne od O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet
'White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B.
Bohemian and
Joa Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners C.and
distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue
sad
t rice List Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
fctreet. Albuquerque, New Mezlcs.

Highland

Jersey Dairy.

irned from a pleasure trip to
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
:i;e. hcjt (.pritigs..
a Specialty. All
M
I'. Kellv. retireuentinc tin- Konth- - First Class Repairing
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Work
Guaranteed.
we.Mt-nHreiwery & Ice company, was
a s trh
passenger last night.
Colo, j hoLe, Jlk. 89.
No. 103 North First Street.
1500 S B'wav.
'

0

tht Electric Building, corner

if Fourth ttreet and Geld a venae.

CO.

,1

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

0

Gook With Gas

West Railroad Avenue.

F. C. PRATT

a

lr.il

0

1

34

'V

live

0

e

south-!i:aike-

4.7".

0

tJot jut s
long
hette.'
make tile best of it.
He as e:,rrfortab! as y:.i can. Shut
off a lot o!
ries. This means

G. S. RAMSAY,
401

;i4

0

WHY MOT?

One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhattan; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. Wo guarantee these machines to be Just as represented,
and they ran he bought at real
bargains.

Ilf.
141

lOS'i
luS'Si

0

ooooccoooooooor

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Kansas City Live Stock.
jas. Htekin & Co.'s Coffees,
City. M... May lit. Cattle
Granite Flour.
J.ii'H', including Kmi)
t
steady; native steers,
southern steers, S 3 G
itliern cows, $?.ro4.2r; na-iand heifers, $2.5ilf5;
Groceries.
and f.eders, $;l.25fr'4.M);
f. '"it 4.25: calves, $3 ft 6.25; lliilsl oro Creamery
Under H st
'
:.
steers, $:j.75(fi 5 25 : west- Karth.
4.
"is, $2.5'Kn .1.(10(1:
- Keen: ts.
market is Orde
Solicited.
Free Ikdivery,
i.;i'ton. $.'ffi (I 25; lainhs, s.
Street.
South
Second
f,.,
.ilitre we' hers.

iTt- $I.:T,

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Call-graph-

Closing Stock Quotations.
New ink. May 29. Following were
clositiu flotation":
Atchiscn, common
SD'i
Atchison, preferred
Ki3
New York Central

0

0

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, May 2it. Cattle Receipts.
5,ni: market steady: beeves. 14. low
5.90; cows and heifers. $1.75(55.35;
stackers and feeders, $2.751 4.80;
Texans,
calves, $5.25
Receipts, 20.000; market is
siren?;
4.75gti. 25; lambs,
sheep,
r,
.i.4'ti 70.

0

pairs men's fine shoes
0
pairs women's fine shoes
.,.. I:
pairs misses' and children's fine 0

Per cent. Bar

ti.tio.
She ep

0

0

-x-x

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

Spelter,

New York, May 29. Lead, quiet. at
$"..75 ft r.Ha; copper, firm, at $18. ILffy

K.i;

x-x-

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and

ket steady and unchanged.

&

X

S--

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Mo., May 29. Wool mar

mercantile paper,
silver, 7c.

0

0

00L

29.

g.

0

0

Spelter.

higher, at $8.87',4 bid.

Otmr

0

0

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

MARKETS
METAl

0

0

e

MONEY

0

THE NAME

Not only means the

Frank H. Strong entertained
last
evening at the Alvarado hotel, with
a dinner, the occasion beine Mr
Strong g birthday, and several unique
features, concerning more esneciallv
the Belgian hare, were Introduced. A
live rabbit, was the first course of last
evening's' dinner, followed by a live
chicken, then with a chicken hauling
a wagon, in which was seated
rnhbit, to ue followed in return hv a verV
handsome souvenir as a remembrance
from his guests, anions: whom-werMr. and Mrs. C. E. Hodgin, Dr. and
Mrs. C. h. Connor, Kev. and irs. J
VV. Barron, Miss
Barron, Mr. O. A
Matsrm and Dr. W. G. Tight.

-

0

0

A special
of the Retail
Merchants' association is ordered for
mesday evening, May 2a, at 8 o'cIock
to formulate ways and means of call
ing a convention of retail merchant
of New Mexico. By order of the pres
ident ;and executive committee. Wm.
D. Clayton, secretary.

STOCK

o

is to clean up stock
once yeariy and open
season with new goods.

0
meeting

THE

,

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

I

New Mexico Weather

in other good

Clothing and
Furnishings

-x-x-x

Weelft

1906.

TJNDERWEAR

Doming. N. M., May 2i. The l.una
county grand Jury after deliberating
for three days on the LMckey-Ihishooting case, In which Prof. Duff
was fatally shot by Prof. Dickey In a
street due in this city on April 28,
did not return an indictment against
Irtckey, the evidence before the Jury
showing conclusively, that Dickey
shot in
and was Justified
In doing so.
1.
E.
Walker, proprietor of the
Demlng Ice & Electric company, was
badly injured by a car mashing his
foot. He was moving a freight car 1n
front of the plant when the Santa Fe
switch engine struck the car, knocking Mr. Walker to the ground and
badly mangling one foot. It Is feared
It will lie necespary to amputate the
loot.
The Demlng Blues have organized
ior tne season, w. w. l.awhon was
electee! manager and captain,
and
Robert Fotilks was chosen as secre
tary and treasurer. ' The team Is com
posed of eighteen players. Five of
the "Yellow Kids" have signed with
the Blues for this season. The team
will begin regular practice at once.
Th murder trial of Al Freeman and
Jim Wiley, charged with the killing of
Victor Queen near Central City, about
a year ago commenced today. This
A GIRL'S TWENTY DOLLAR SALARY.
case was brought on a change of
"After all is said and done, twenty dollars a week venue from Silver City, Grant county,
is no mean competence for an independent woman, says
H
Miss Harriet Marti, writing In the New Idea Woman's M
Magazine for June on "Spending a Twenty Dollar SalCHURCH, CLUB AND M
ary." She gties on to show what may be done and how
SOCIAL GATHERINGS
M
a girl may live on this amount. Her first girl is starting
from the beginning and spends $150 on furniture out. of
--x x x x x-- x-f
her yearly one thousand and forty dollars. $120 on cloth x x- -x
Special communication of Temple
eg, $216 on food and gas, $276 on rent. $35 on amusements
lodxe No. 6. A. F. and A. M., this
and $100 on incidentals, and saves the remaining $143. evening
at 8 oclcck. Work in the E.
Miss Martin s women readers who themselves earn twnety A. degree. By
order
W. M
dollars a week or more will doubtless differ greatly in J. C. Ferger, Secretary.of the
opinion as to the fundamental rectitude of thin division
The Woman's Christian Temperance
As for those who earn less than this amount, they will
doubtless declare that here is no problem at all that,the Union will give a Demores'j medal
in the Congregational church
real crux of the question arises when food, rent, clothing contest
tonight. There will be two contests
and Incidentals have to he met out of a weekly salary of and a good musical program
between
$lo, $10, or even less;
the recitations.

ooooyvxxoxxxxooooooooooo

com

pany made its $50,000,000 loan, a few days ago, in Paris.
.. Henry Clews tells in that "apparently
there is more
;nurplus capital seeking investment In Paris than in any
of the other foreign markets. France is not only a very
wealthy nation, but her wealth 1s remarkably well distributed." In the same connection Mr. Clews, says that
"our (Short time foreign obligations already amount to
eomeVrhere fn the neighborhood of $400,000,000, and a
"considerable portion of these will soon be' due.
It seems that the telegTams, sent out immediately
:
after the San Frencisco fire, to the. effect that the insur-- 1
utce companies would pay their indebtedness at once,
without quibbling or claiming the sixty days time graiit-e- d
them la their policies, were either isujied without
or' wer tent forth merely for buncomh. Mr,
Clews says: "Both American and foreign losses will be
settied gradually. A .small percentage has already been
paid, biit no demands aTe really 'due until sixty days
after the fire. Subsequently .payments, 'will be distributed
over a kmg period because considerable time will be required to make adjustments, settle losses and .satisfy
;
r
conflicting claims."
, The demand for railroad "bonds, says, Mr. Clews,
continues disappointing. This he explains partly by the
condition of. the money market, and partly by the fact
that large amounts of such bonds are titill held by syndicates awaiting purchasers. Both this declaration concerning the placing of railroad bonds and the, fact that
the Pennsylvania company was compelled 'to place its
bonds in Paris, are confirmatory of the statement made
by The Citizen yesterday, when giving probable reasons
why the Albuquerque Eastern management had not secured the funds for finishing that road as soon as had
expected.
. been
Mr. Clews further refers to the fact that "it mim'
i
now be recognized that the great life insurance companies, with their large surpluses, are. no longer available,"
in the placing of stock and bonds. "A year or two ago,"
he adds, "the Pennsylvania would not have leea obliged
to go to Paris for its loan. The entire $50,000,0(10 would
have been readily taken in New York City by some of the
once powerful syndicates," the latter being manipulated
by the life insurance companies.

......
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DECORATION DAY

MADDEN RELEASED

$5,000

ON

to
Grand

Held

Await

.

PACE FIVE.

NEWSPAPER LIKE

IF' NOT YOU DON'T NEED ANY

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN
The . Man of Business or the Home Library

DOUBLE-HEADE-

ENCAMPMENT

R

FOR TOMORROW

LINES OUT FOR

IS

ASSURED

FACT

CARNIVAL

We

COMPANY

James H. Madden, the C4 year-olwar veteran, who last Tuesday afternoon, between 5 and 5:30 o'clock,
shot and killed Underehenff O. P.
Hovey, of Algodones, after the latter
tiad assaulted him, and was returning
t the attack me. second time, waB
Inst evening, at the conclusion of his
irreliminary hearing, bound over to
await the action of the grandjury, in
yesthe mim of f5,ooo, as slated in C4ti-zeterday's issue of The Evening
d

Madden at once gave the required
with Manuel Sandoval, Manuel
s
1). Gonzales and Jacob r'erea
nnd was released from custody, to await investigation by the
grand Jury, a': Che fall term of court,
at which time It is confidently expected by hia friends ..iat the old man
will he discharged on the grounds
of Justifiable homicide.
At the preliminary hearing, which
consumed the greater portion of yesterday, held at Bernalillo, before Jus
Jesus Mandragon,
tice of the Pe.-icwith District Attorney Clancy of this
city representing the territory, and
Attorney Summers Burkbart representing the defendant, the evidence
submitted was much the same as has
'been printed In these columns In pre
vious issues.
It was shown that Hovey, who was
a deputy sheriff, went to trie home of
(Manuel Gonzales, with whom. Madden
made his liome, to serve some papers
on Gonzales, and not finding him at
borne, but finding Madden there alone,
renewed his quarrel with the old man
and assaulted him, beating him over
the hands, face, and head with a slung-ehotbona,

e

It was also shown mat at the time
Hovey w?nt to the Gonzales residence
he knew Gonzales was not there, as
lie 'had seen ironzales pass his,
house, some half hour previous
to the time he started for the residence, and therefore, knew he was
not at home. Witnesses also testified
that they heard Madden screaming
.Murder:' and tnat some women
neighbors called to Felipe Garcia,
who went over to Madden's home to
Investigate, arriving there in time to
see Hovey entering 'his buggy.
That Hovey upon seeing witness.
exclaimed :
wmat lo you want? Have you
come over to be a witness'.'"
That before witness could reply
Hovey added:
"Well, I'll go back now, and finish
(Ho-vey'-

TOMORROW

MUSIC AND ORATIONS

The official program for the Dec
oration day exercises that will be rendered Wednesday at Rithinson park,
has lxen prepared and will be carried
out, as nearly as possible, as follows:
Decoration of Gravet.
Members of the Grnnd Army. Wom
en's Relief corps, ladies' auxiliaries,
with firing squad and buglers irom
Company G. National Guards, win
leave Company Os armory in tne
Elks' building at 7:31 o'clock In the
morning, and proceed to Santa Barbara and Piiirvlew cemeteries, where
salutes will be fired, taps sounded anil
the graves of the soldier dead decThey will re
orated with flowers.
turn by way of the Barelas bridge, at
which point a stop will be made to
allow of scattering of flowers cn fhe
waters of the Rio Grande, in loving
remembrance of the dead sailors and
marines. At 9:30 o'clock they will re
turn to Company G's armory, wnei
the Decoration day parade, under the
direction of Colonel John Borradaile,
marshal of the day, will be formed as
follows:
Line of March and Formation.
The column will form on West Gold
avenue, the right resting on, Fifth
street; march north on Fifth street
to Copper avenue, thence west to
Robinson park, where th organiza
tions will be dismissed.
The formation will be a follows:
Marshal of the Day.
First Regiment Band, N. M. X. G.
First Battalion X. M. X. G., Captain
O'Donnell.
G. A. R. Organizations.
Ladies of the G. A. K. Organizations.
Spanish War Veterans.
Benevolent Societies.
' .
Schools and Citizens.
Exercises at the Park.
At Rjbinson park, upon the arrival
of ithe parade and dismissal of the or
ganizations, tbe exercises will be as
follows, conducted by Post Command
er J. G. Caldwell:
Invocation

uev. A. Mandalarl,

Music

.

CAVANAUGH

Whop-per-McGui-

ELECTED

MANAGtR

EITHER

The fans who journey to Traction
park tomorrow afternoon will be called upon to witness a double-headbetween the Browns and the Santa Fe
Grays, and either of he nine Innings
will be even harder fought than Sunday's game. The odds, however, are
in favor of the locals to win. Though
Roy McDonald has a very bad knee,
resulting from , a hurt received in
practice on Saturday, today he was
of the opinion that he would be able
to be In the game again tomorrow.
The injury Is on the cap of the left
Knte, and tnougn three days old, the
knee Is yet much puffed up, but with
a thorough rubbing tonight, McDonald
thnks that it will be serviceable by
tomorrow. With McDonald behind the
bat, Xeher will be put back at hi old
place on the Initial sack. Gallegoe
will most likely be on the firing line
for the Browns in the first game and
Richardson in the second. Santa Fe,
it Is presumed, will pitch Lopez and
Cauker, who are the same twirlers the
Browns went tip against, on Sunday.
The first game will be called at 2
o'clock.
er

In

and

W. W. McDonald

spi'e

OK AUSTIN,

of rumors :o the

TEXAS

cAtrary,

BABY

SHOW

IS

Peek, Flet and Stamttag
Desks, office Chairs; Book
Caw, Typewriter Stanoto
nd Table.

re

ilv
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PROGRESSING

Manager McCanna is in communiwit'h several big carnival companies, but he is trying to land
either the Parker aggregation or the
Patterson & Bratnard Carnival company. Tnese two companies have
been United high, as me very best on
the road this season, and the manager has his hooks out after them,
ratterson ft Bralnard. Carnival company has been playing in Kansas
fair towns this monui, and opened at
Lxavenwortibf yesterday.
C. W.Cook,
Jr., of the Santa Fe road, is rendering valuable assistance in this matter.

tie uncertainty of some of the cation

planned, for seven days, or whether
the troops will be sent to the national
encampment at Austin, Texas, has not
as jet leen definitely decided upon.
At a conference held between
General Tarklngton and Governor Hagerman, it was decided that
an encampment should be held. This
much is definite. The thing remaining
Jae T. McGulrt the well known
to be definitely decided is whether it horse trainer and driver, is coming
will be better to spend the money at to the fall fair with a string of harthe disposal of the guards in a ter- ness animals. He has trotters and
pacers, and will have a representative
ritorial encampment,
send
composed of the different in every class of the program, as pul- companies in New Mexico, to Austin, hshed exclusively in The Evening
Texas.
Citizen, the other day. McGuire will
If the former plan is carried out, It he known as the driver of EstabrocVs
means a week's encampment at las Wdnfleld Stratton and Florodora, m
Vegas, and the using of the money on the past: few territorial fairs. Ho Is
band, whereas the other .plan means all right, and the coming cf MctVilre
two weeks' encampment at. Austin, at will bring other horsemen from (
the expense of the United States government, and t'le saving of the money
Evidently, the committee 'iiavlr.j in
on hand in the New Mexico National
charge the matter of a Imby show at
Guards' treasury.
annual fair is up
A bill appropriating $700.0(10 for the the twenty-sixtpurpose of holding four national en- against it. WThlle the gentlemen who
campments has been Introduced in compose the committee were chosen
congress and has passed the lower for their evident knowledge of babies
house, and the only thing remaining ets., they confess their lack of knowlto make the appropriation an assured edge as to the rules that should gov
ern such an exhibit, and are loudly
fact is its passing the upper house.
In the event that the bill goes calling, through the medium, of the
through congress, a batalllon will the press, for any suggestions on the subhelp solve the
sent to Austin. If it fails of passage, ject that would
then an encampment will be held in difficult problem as to the classes of
the territory, and the expenses de babies to be exhibited, nnd the quali
frayed from the appropriations made ficatlons for entry.
by the war department each year for
the maintenance of territorial troops. OF SEVERAL THOUSAND
which amounts to $5,000 jxr annum.
31 'PHONES WERE IN ORDER
Orders have teen issued, however,
that all New .Mexico troops must be
equipped with overcoats this winter,
J. M. Swearinger, an employe of
and wi:h blue uniforms, shirts, etc., the American Telephone company, op
next year. This, together with ammu- crating in San Francisco, was a pas
nition, equipment, etc., must be paid senger on train No. 2 this morning.
for out of tae $5,000 per annum ap Mr. Swearinger says that when tne
propriation. It is the intention of the fire following the earthquake
had
adjutant general to save as much ol finally been confined to the ournea
appropriation
possible
as
for
the
this
district, the American Telephone comabove use, by sending the troops to pany found that in all San FranclBco
government's
expense,
Austin at the
'phones in workit toad but Khirty-on- e
instead of a territorial encampment. ing order, their many thousands of
expense.
Guards'
at the National
others having been either destroyed
In the event that the froops are or disconnected by i.ie wires navlng
sent, to Austin, it means , not only gone
down. The service is still hndly
overcoats, ulue uniforms'," equipment, crippled
and is slow lu being repaired
etc., for the .iew Mexico troops, but on account
of the tardy arrival of main
money
treasury
left
sufficient
the
to pay the expenses of ai encamp terial.
ment in 19U7, wnereas, an- encampBreed your mare to the best trotment in the territory this year would ting stallion In New Mexico. 219
on
now
hand, and Copper avenue.
take all the funds
Che lio6 appropriation, which will -- e
TAKE A PLUNGE
received In July, as well.
In the
Governor Hagerman is thoroughly
SWIMMING POOL.
In favor of an. encampm..., as is Ad- Jutant General Tarklngton and they 504 North First Street. Open Daily,
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
have passed their word that an en
campment, will positively be held this,
or!
year, but whether in the territory
FIND THE CHICKtRING JTURE
at Austin, Texas, nas not as yet been
definitely decided uiMin.
Wherever you go, you will find the
piano
store that represents Chlcker-in- g
A Mountain of Cold
& Sons to be the best place to
could not bring as much happiness to look for pianos of less expensive
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wis., grade.
as did one 25c box of Bucklen's ArThe name Chlckerlng is in Itself
nica Salve, when it completely cured almost a guarantee of that store's
leg,
running
which
sore
a
on her
had methods. You may safely depend upon
tortured "her 23 long years. Greatest its advice as to the other maRes it
antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds, bandies. In New Mexico the Chick
ering Is represented solely by
and Sore.. 25c at all druggists.
Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years.
THE WHIT80N MUSIC CO.
bat-alllo-

.

h

y,

S. J.

HERE

officers of the National Guards of
New Mexico. It has Wen definitely decided that there will be an encamp
ment of the territorial troops this
year, but whether the encampment
will be held in the territory, a
first

Very much unlike the fiasco meet
ing held by the Browns a week ago,
the meeting held at Houston's store
last night waa one of system and
business. It resulted in a permanent
organization, with Arthur Cavanaugh
at he head. Manager Cavanaugh
brother officials will be M. W. Flour-notreasurer, and F. H. Houston,
corresponding secretary. Roy McDon
ald will be paid a small salary for
catching, and besides handling the
big mit, he it to be captain of the
aggregation
whenever playing. In
games where he is absent, the cap
talnship will devolve to Chas. Kunz.
The meeting had one other very Im
portant resull. By a unanimous vote,
he members of The team decided that
all
bills of the club
should be paid. An accounting shows
money
Is
hat there
enough in the
treasury to pay these debts, and a lit
tle more. This little more is enough
to pay the expenses of Santa Fe down
here, and what- - Is made on tomorrow's game will be velvet
Of course
it must be taken Into consideration
that the Browns now have the ex
pense of a pitcher's salary, which Is
$100 per month, and other regular
expenses .to pay, that the profits of
games will not possibly pay. Besides
there is every reason why the players
should "have a little money to divide
among themselves once and a while.
It's If ne, most ofjihenj are home boys
wooVre not looking for money. Thejr
like Ihe sport, but they are as good
as any players that could be had for
money and are deserving of some of
the profits of the games they play. As
the club cannot be made
the citizens will be looked1 to for
help. The bunch of youngesters form
ing the Browns of today are more de
serving than any club that has posed
as representing Albuquerque in many
years, and they should receive a
hearty support.

Reading of General Orders and Gov
ernor's Proclamation

.

Governor and Adjutant Gen- And Will Soon Land a
eral Agree That Troops
Coming
Will Go Into Camp
With Horses.

Day to Get Even.

Music

a

received

Roll Top

The Santa Fe Grays Are Coming Back on Decoration

.

have just

large shipment ot

-

.

LOOK FOR AN ACQUITTAL

FRIENDS

THE CITIZEN

of Outlining the Decoration of
Graves, Line of March and
Exercises at Park.

Action

in the Case.
-

IF YOU ARE ALIVE YOU WANT A LIVE
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Jury-Testim- ony
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We guarantee out line to
represent the "best workmanship and highest clam o4

-

cabinet work. The dealt ywa
buy of us will not fall to
pieces In a short time, thus
causing you ' much, annoyance..
Our prices are the lowwrt.

ttf

Mlbert Faber
308-31-

0

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

N.

II.

O00000'

oooocco

BRUNSWICK
Pool and Billiard Parlor.
107 South Second

Street, Barnctt Bldg.

The Only Fitst Class
Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

Stt ictly Up To Date
Straight 18 Bull Pool

T

1 --

2c per tue, Pool Be per cue

Billiard 60c per hour.

Max Gussaroff,

Prop,

Gettysburg Address
Prof. A. B. Stroup
Message for the Boys from '01 to
5
...
Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
Mrs. Isabel Warner, President, of the
Shirt. WaJsts and White Dresses to us. Wo will laundry them corWomen's Relief Corps.
rectly and will deliver them to you in- a nice box they will not be
Reading of Ritual. . .Post Commander
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or glees finish.
Roll ot Honor
Back of Pottoffice.
Read by Adjutant W. W. McDonald.
."
the
Call the Red Wagon.
That Madden was standing In the Music "Cover Them v.ath Beauti
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 14S.
'
ful
Flowers
doorway, blood streaming from a cut
Hickey
M.
E.
Address
in the back of bis head, when this
conversation was taking place, ex Song "America"
Benediction
claiming:
Chaplain Thomas Harwood
"He'll murder me!
He'll murder
Upon the conclusion or the exer
me!"
That Hovey started ' for the hause cises at the park, the Women's Relief
again, and that Just, as he entered corns will entertain with a dinner and
the door Madden; who had swnreil a recepffoif atRed Mens hall, v
rifle from another part of the house. Gold avenue, to which all members ol
fired, and Hovey fell, with a Oullet G. K. Warren post, G. A. R. and Worn
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
en's Relief corps and all, soldiers and
tnrough his breast.
To all of the foregoing evidence sailors of the Civil war are Invited.
sweating.
trouble to use.
there was absolutely no evidence of
Display of Flags.
concontrary.
fered to the
At the
A circular covering the displaying
clusion of the taking of testimony, be of the flag on Decoration day uas been
attorneys
fore the
for the territory issued by tne war department at
or defense had offered to argue the Washington, and is as follows:
case, tne Justice of the
Is quot
"On Memorial day. May 3, at all
THE BLUE FRONT.
ed aa saying:
posts and stations, the national flag
Both Telephones.
"Well, if that is all the evidence, I will ive nlaced at half mast from sun
117 West Railroad Avenue.
,
am ready to render my decision."
rise until
and immediately
Short talks were made, however, by
noon tbe band of field music
FROM THE FIRST
bath tne attorneys in .tie case, after will play the dirge, "Departed Says THE SCHOOL BOARD
WHIFF TO THE LAST
wnich the Justice of the peace ,ound or some appropriate air, and the na
MANY
DISCUSSES
PLANS
Madden over to await the action of tional salute of twenty-onguns wnl
the grand Jury of Sandoval county.
be fired at 12 a. m. at all ports and
Our special 6c Havana filled, hand
stations provided with artillery. At FOR SECURING AMPLE QUARTERS
MILITARY MEN SHOW
made cigar ia filled with, the moet
FOR INCREASED NUMBER OF
the conclusion of the Memorial trib
INORDINATE JEALOUSY ute at noon, the flag will be hoisted
satisfying and luxurious comfort. The
PUPILS THAT WILL BE ON
Washington, I). C, May 29. Some to the top of the staff, and the flag
first among its peers, this cigar fills
HAND AT OPENING OF THE
one has attempted to make a sensa will be saluted by playing one or more
tion out of ine routine announcement national airs. In this way, fitting tes
the most exacting anticipations.
SCHOOLS IN SEPTEMBER.
I hat Major General F. C. Ains worth
timony of respect for the heroic dead
will act as Secretary of War during and honor to their patriotic devotions
At a myelin of the school lioard
the temporary absence of both the will be appropriately rendered.
held last evening, the matter of securSecretary of War and the acting
ing more quarters
to accommodate
secretary. I:, was said that, this was
:he overflow of pupils that is looked
a direct slap at Brigadier General J EYTANCIA VALLEY
for at the opening of the city's schools
F. Bell, the chief of staff. The detail
IS LOOKING FINE at the beginning of the iall term, was
in by no means unusal, however, or
taken up and discussed at some
1134 WEST RAILROAD AVENUfc
out of the ordinary in any way. On
length, and the buiuling committee
W. M. WORTMAN, Manager.
the contrary, had General Bell teen PROSPECTS GOOD FOR ARTESIAN was instructed
in a report at
bring
to
designated to act as Secretary of
WATER
LAMBING
AVERAGED the next regular meeting, which will
BERGER-GROS- E
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
War. instead of General Ainsworth.
90 PER
CENT BIG CLIP OF be held Monday night.
the incident would have possessed an
WOOL EXPECTED.
quarters
matter
securing
The
of
Especially,
4f she tells you to order
Tonight (Monday), Tuesday and Wednesday.
element of wide spread interest. Genfor the children, in the face of the
ack of
eral Ainswor.h is the highest ranking
-r- e
a
Captain B. Ruppe, president of the lact that, the present ward school
EMPRESS FLOUR.
officer on the active list on duty in noard
health, has returned from buildings, and the Central building
.
Washington. Gentral Bell is tne sen- Roswt-l- of where
Miake no excuse, (lr you 6houidi ior-pet-i
ac- inadequate
a
entirely
meet
well,
conducted
as
he
are
to
ior Brigadier General, and conies next ing of the ioard, and attended the ccnimouate the increased number ol
tho order), that you could not
in t'!ie relative list of army officers on commencement
find it, for every first-clas- s
gnonar
A SPECIAL
SPECIAL SCENERY AND ELEC- VAUDEVILLE
of the Rob pupils, is preseating a troublesome
duty in the War Department. Should well Military exercises
handles EMPRESS. You will ahnryt
which, he probUm to i.ie school Kard, as suitinstitute,
General Ainsworth be absent from says, is in a flourishing condition able quarters
FOR
PROTHIS
OUR SOUVENIR
FORMANCE
find good bread, good biscuits, good
EFFECTS FCR
are bard to find.
the city at the same time as Mr. Taft Although there are accommodations
pastry and most important ot all.
plan
T!ih original
for additional DUCTION.
ON
MATINEE
WEDNESDAY.
good
ami Mr. Oliv-trBell
would
General
cheer to greet you when yon
but 110 jiupils, 130 applications for buildings to be erected failed because
bee me Acting Secretary of War by for
come home for your dinner. Try It
matriculation have already been re of the fact that additional bonds
A PIECE WORTH SEEING.
virtue of his position. The fact that ceived.
ANY OF OUR VAUDEVILLE ACTS
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empreee c
could n t be Issued for this purpose,
General Bell is chief of staff has
all others.
Speaking of the Eitancia valley and the only 'hing no.v left the board
Sunday'
MATINEE
REGULAR
nothing to do with the case, and there through
price
are
worth the
alone
which he uassid en route is to handle the matter as lust it can,
is no trouble among high ranking h
'
any available vacant AT 2 P. M.
by securing
tne. Captain Ruppe said:
army officers over tbe incident, pubof admission.
The valley is looking fine, and the building suitable to the purpose.
lished re.por:s to liiv contrary not-w- prospects
the
filling
already
up
all
rented
has
txiard
of
early
The
an
hstandinc. It is recalled t!iat Gen available for in that portion of the Chaves building, adjoining the Founu
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.
There will be ;.n entire change of bill on Monday and Thursday
eral Ainsworh was until
a sur- territory lands
H p
i
m. Performance
during
building,
winch
open
the
the
in
of
I)oors
season.
ward
at
brighter.
week
each
It
never
were
geou in the regular army, and now
begins at S::;o. Ma inees Wednesday ami S .i,i!.i. iwwrs open at 1:30
who overflow of pujiils from tnat school
ranks just 11.. w Major General Leon- thought bv all mineralogists
y. m. Performance a: 2 o'clock.
have visited that section of the conn will be accommodated," but there w ill
ard Wood, who was u regular
Es;aueia in all probability be an overflow from
tint il isms. General Ainsworth try surrounding tbe town rf
A
15c and 2Sc.
Night Prices
Vatmee Prices. .10c and 15c.
can be secured each ward school that will have to be
still has ten years of active si rvi, that artesim water
while
somewhere,
and
at
accommodated
raised
already
been
and 3.'lto has
before reaching. tne retiring
.
for tho puriMse of boriu :h,- - board, by much scheming, may
THE TELEPHONE IS
THE TELEPHONE WILL
pupils lh coming
tor artesian wa'er. and work on th nccr.nimodaie &'.
THEATRICAL MANAGERS
EVER READY TO TAKE
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
AGAINST POSTER TAX well will commence as soon as an ad t rill, the close of the next scholastic
YOUR COMMANDS.
DO YOUR SHOPPING
year will see such an Incrcasi in the
isv raised, which Is fa
O'tuwu. Out., May
The Can- ditional $:'.
AND KEEP YOU
0
nnm.ier of students t.ia- arranueinent
t ing snl'scribed.
adian malingers are holding a convenLET IT DO YOUR
INFORMED OF 80CIAL
"The sheep outlook is treat. You f r additional public ochool buildings
tion here for tJie purjwise of effecting
WORK.
AFFAIRS.
w::l undo i edly nave to He ma't".
an organization with a view ,f pro- can't rid five miles along the line
tecting themselves against tbe un- ihe Santa Fe Central wkhotr. seting
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
IN
YOUR
HOME
IM
just tariff lax on theatrical printing, herds f sheep. The lambing aver- TU'FY YFiD
which amounts to 15 cents a round, aged '.') per cent, and the outlook is
P
THE HARVEV SERVICE! XflnTP
RllirSl
ami is c nsidered wholly unjustifiahle. for a bumper clip of wool this season
VUIIIU I U VUMIIUI S
An appeal w;.s made to the tariff tn.m 'he Estancia valley.''
W. M I.. Adams, who has jus; come
commission last fall by Mr. Tur'on,
who submitted a petition signed li- tXPRESSIONS
from Hutchinson, Kan., to iiianaK,j the
DOUBLE-HEADE- R
THAT
managers,
nearly all the theatrical
Alvarado for Fred Harvey, ban Lien
twenty
Harvey
for
service
and the commission promised to conin
the
ESCAPE PEOPLE
' '"'"V
sider it, bu: nothing has been done
eai. Mr Adams tirv. entered the
Admission
2 Games-O- ne
since tnen. Nariy all 'he Canadian
service in lss.j, when he look tbe poHardly a train drawn up at tbe sition of cashier at the Raton, N. M
nianairer i are represented in the conAny time between 7 in the
vention, which met here to lay and kval Mat ion that some inspired toiir-ii- hou.-e-.
Since a ha' time he has been
It is expected
Morning and 9 at Night.
doesn't become enraptured at the located ai more than half the Harvey
will las- three days
Game'ito Be Called
that-curibeauty of tbe pictures- bouses between l.os Ansrelt-- and Kanthe convention a
If
Your Eyes Need Attention
2 o'clock
of riiana:,'t r will w;;ii n the que Alvara do and pive vent to bis or sas City. Adams opened the Iais All
in words alKut as fo- (ieles bouse in ISM. Previous to RO- I wil! examine them Tkli:
government and urge tlu reduction her
r:--'- :
llow: "Isn't this an Ideal place. It's inK to the Hutchinson bouse, which f
..
of the t aril f on show printing
and
Guarantee 'every pair
absolutely perfect. It's beautiful all ho managed for thrue years. In- - was, I
I
I fit to be - - of
glasses
wav
front,
th
to
tho
round
I
Mr.
too."
bouse,
BRAND.
of
Moiie'l
the
HOLLY
!t
uiananer
i
"Have you been down to tbe curio? Ad.mis is, accompanied by his wife f j
ij
I
Com on! Come on!
BEST IN THE LAND.
and child, a baby of four and a half
J OK
KOTII (iAMKS
This wuk the way one talked to a
Prices reasonable. Permanently; located at
1 1
Aivaiauo
Creamery Butter, 25c per lb.
J
on
2
GROCERS,
No.
w
fellow
114 Ilallroad avenue.
tbi
traiu
d
to
traveler
"dream,"
hen
omparei
is a
other
GRUNER & SCHEELE,
C. H. CARNES, 0. D.
Colo.. Black 107. morning
hotels of the Harvey system
GRAND STAND FREE I
Auto phone, 364.
Lincoln's
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Imperial Laundry Go,

KEEP YOUR

FEET

WILLIAMS' FOOT COMFORT
Price 25c.
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The Williams Drug Go.
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CASINO THEATRE
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Base Ball on Decoration Day
AT TRACTION PARK

vs. Albu'que Browns
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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CITIZEN.

feasor Hiram Halley, territorial
of public Instruction, addressed the class on the subject: "At'
life's Threshiild."
The Raton high school commence
ment exercises were held In the Sea- berg opera house. The class colors
were green and purple. The graduates
were: Nera Nash, Myrtle Gillespie,
Tlda
Nellie Nash, Albert Brackett,
Smith, May Murphy, William White,'
Kalhryne Orln and Bessie Davis.

BIGGEST JOBS IN THE BIG CITIES
NICW

EVENING

YORK

Difference in Cows

Sore Nipples.
cure may bo effected by applying
Chamberlain's Salve as soon aa the
child is done nursing. Wipe it off
with a soft doth before allowing the
child to nurse. Many trained nurses
uso this salve with the best results.
Trice 25 cents per box. Sold by all
druggists.
j
A

5 A

'i'ji

HIS

j'

CHINAMAN

o
ENDS

LIFE AT PASTURA
Chinaman who gave his name at
AnAh 8lng, and was
from
geles, committed suicide by hanging
at Pastura, the other day. His lifeless
body was found In an outhouse suspended from tho rafters by means of
a wire. Despondency over the alleged
disappearance of his wife Is attributed
as the cause of his net of self destruction. The Chinamun arrived in
Pastura on the morning of the tragedy. He was downcast and behaved
strangely. To some of the townspeople he stated that his wife had been
stolen from him and made the remark
that life without his spouse was not
worth the living. After purchasing
some lunch, which he ate In the vil5fe "
m
tMM.,
lage store, he went outside and that
sa,
m
was the last seen of him alive. William Frank had occasion to go to an
AN ELECTRIC TOWING MACHINE IN TUNNEL UNDER EAST RIVER.
outhouse during the afternoon and
'
y
Special Correspondence:
was horrified to find the Chinaman
i
New York, May 29. In the coninside hanging by a .wire from the
WHAT IT WILL COST.
struction of a huge net of tunneia,
rafters. A crowd soon gathered when
subways and bridges, colossal In their
the news of the suicide spread
10,000,01)0
Manhaitan subway extension
conception and honeycombing the
through the town and the body was
New city subways
..0.000,000
land and waters of this city, the stu
cut down but life was then extinct.
Pennsylvania tunnel, etc
100,000,000
pendous sum of almost $450,000,000
The remains were carried to the railHudson river and Manhattan tunnel
20,000,000
is to be expended to meet the rapid
road warehouse nearby and a mes
'
BO.OOO.OOO1
Grand Central station Improvement
sage containing the facts was sent to
transit requirement of New York.
Black-well'10,000,000
Island tunnel
the coroner at Santa Rosa. Ah Ling
New York, with her 4,000,000 peoManhattan ibrld(?e
15,000,000
claimed to have been a cousin of
ple, has found ifler greatest problem
Blackwell'B Island bridKe
12,548.500
Qnong Ye Wo of Los Angeles. He
the task of transporting her vast army
Williamalmrg bridge (finished)
15,337,056
, ....
only had a few dollars on his person
of daily Hollers, larger than the comwhen his clothing was searched, but
f
bined standing armies of America,
1
)
)
1 1
a few hours before he ended his life
Oreat Britain and Prance.
from the Grand Central station, he had forwarded to Los Angeles a
The hlg Manhattan subway, which present underground line.
package on which he placed a valuastreet, which Is being
The Pennsylvania railroad has an-- Forty-seconlias only been in operation nineteen
$100,0uu,0OO
to carry out built, under city streets and the East tion of $20.
months, is found to 'be utterly InadeIsland, and to
quate. It will be completely dwarfed the 'Work of building train tubes under River to Black-well'Deatha from Appendicitis
Island. This Tviil be a part of
by the new undertakings.
the bed of the Hudson from New
present
through
soy,
boring a subway right
tne
Belmont subway. decrease In the same ratio that the
Aa extension is now building from
Two wonderful new 'bridges over use of Dr. King's New Life Pills InBattery Park, at he lower extreme of Manhattan, tunneling the East River
.Manhattan Island, under the East band constructing wcnderfu! new terni- - the East River 'will relieve tho con - creases. They save you from danger
gestion of the Brooklyn and new Will- and bring quick and painless release
.....
mill
inn iirai I I mvuniiu
The Hudson uiver & Manhattan lamdburg bridges. The Manhattan from constipation and the ills growrone and a half miles.
ing out of t. Strength and vigor alTwo nronosed subways, larger even company is linking Mannattan to New lirldge will be 10.000 feet In lengtn.
The second bridge will run from the ways follow their use. Guaranteed
than the one now in operation, are (Jersey under the tide swept Hudson,
to
Blackwell's by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
shore
to extend the fun length of Manhattan This tule will connect railron,d term-siu- l Mannattan
Island and then across to Ixmg
into the Bronx, ducking under inals and Jersey traction lines,
ELECTRIC CAR LINE
the Harlem river and paralleling thej Another proposed tunnel will run Island.
FOR PECOS VALLEY.
Through their representative, A. J.
inquest over the remains, but after Muzzy, eastern capitalists will shortly
an investigation decided that it was ask the city of Carlsbad for a franunnecessary, as the accident was evi- chise for an electric street car line
dently due to carelessness of the vic- and the right to manufacture jras and
tim. Williams was apparently about lay mains on the streets for I?ntlng
30 years old, and had worked in the and other purixjses, says the Carlsmines only Ave days. He was a stran- bad Argus.
ger, and Inquiry failed to discover
Mr. Muzzy spent about two months
to Its membership in every cuy In where 'he came from or whether or In Carlsbad and other points In the
MEETING OF ARIZONA
Pecos Valley, recently, and went over
RED MEN POSTPONED. that territory. As the name indicates, not he has any relatives.
the ground thoroughly, in the interest
"The grand council of Arizona, Ini- - the sole purpose of the club is to- RATON BOYS SHOOT
of eastern capitalists, and as a result
Order of Red Men, which was' boost Arizona anl to still the "knock5 proved
ONE OF THEIR PLAYMATES J has made, a report-thU clents that
Cards and buttons are being
t hold lt annual session at Nogales ers.
A Raton dispatch staites that a half this valley needs and would support
On the relast week, has postponed the meeting sent out for members. showing
ad- dozen youths of Ruton between the an electric road, running from Cars-bacard
later date, some time in July, verse side of theclub,
to
to Rofwell, taking in all towns
is the follow ages of 10 and 13 years, clubbed tomittance to ihe
the day to be announced hereafter.
Club Don't gether Saturday and purchased a re- of this section. It is proposed to equip
The postponement was made to en- ing: "The Boosters'
Hide volver. That night they played cow- hhi8 line with the oest electrical maable the Great Grand Sachem of the Knock. Don't be a kuocker. speak
boy in the most approved fashion, chinery, using the r'ecos river to furnta
order In the United States, who ln-is- your little hammer and try
well of the other fellow's town, for if their gun going off and hitting Fred ish the 'iower to generate the elecmaking a tour of the country, to
Dennin, one of their members. The tricity. It is the intention to first
clude the meeting of the Grand Coun-cl- l you expect to get the best in life,
you will have to rememler that you ball entered his forehead, glancing build the road from Carlsbad to
of Arizona in ins Itinerary.
taking In the interior towns
must not knock.
When a fellow aad passing around the head and
comes to your town, tell all you like, coming out Just above the left ear. along the railroad, and later to buini
.DOUGLAS DISPATCH
IS AGAIN SUED. but remember there are others Just He will die. Friday the same boys branches to the outlying districts.
the
as god, and if he don't like your were before Judge C. M. Bayne for thus completely "electrifying"
V. B. Door, manager of the Dou- camp,
Just flioost him along to the throwing rocks through a tent occu- whole Pecos Valley country.
glas. Ariz.. Dispatch, has another law
This Is, indeed, good news to Pecos
good towns In Arizona, and he pied by an invalid who is living out
suit on his hands. The last one is', other
Valley pe;:ple, who have long suffered
will like you better than if you doors on account of ill health.
Welgehausen.
Mollie
by
instituted
from exorbitant freiffht charges by
who asks damages In the amount of knock."
PICNIC "UNDER THE
the single coriorntion controlling the
.15,000.
This is a revival of a simi- DEATH COMES AFTER
High freight rates have been
OLD APPLE TREE" traffic.
by
lar suit brought some time ago atthe principal drawback to the Fettle
TWO DAYS' ILLNESSJ
On
of
from
the
absence
account
people
Welgebausen.
Some
Julius
ment of the entire valley, but. with
Died, nt his farm residence one and town of several members of the
tain greatness and otaers have greatcompetition such as is now proposed
program
on
president
W.
Hill,
parmittee
miles
south
and
Cedar
the
of
In
this
upon
tnem.
ness thrust
this will be remedied, ami our valley
we
says
years,
association,
give
of
cannot
54
the
H.
the
aged
Harvey,
the
ithe
existence,
of
his
period
ticular
will receive the lieneflts of frtigni
complete
picnic
(program
deceased
the
for
Farmington
the
The
Times.
it
Dispatch
of
editor
the
versatile
and passenger rates equal to other
Apple
next
Ky.,
was
Old
"Under
Trees"
the
Tompklnsville,
native
of
a
receiving
more
than
appear,
is
would
of the territory, besides hav
and a resident or Durango from 1S83 Friday and Saturday, June 1st and portions
' ills Just amount of greatness.
to 1903. He moved to San Juan 2dsays the Kstancia News. Besides ing a greatly superior mode of trans
county in 11)03. His fatal illness was Mr. Donahue of the Campbell system portation.
IMPROVEMENT IN MAIL
cf two days' duration, when his soul of farming, of whom we spoke last
ESTANCIA
SERVICE TO
Postmaster Robbed.
departure to join that of his week, Prof. Shormeyer. a violinist of G.
Since the last few days there has took its wife,
W. Fouts, postmaster at River-ton-,
him
preceded
the
agreed
present.
to
Fe,
who
faithful
Santa
has
be
to
been a decided improvement in the
la., nearly lost his life and was
January 22, last. The de- It. is also expected that Bishop Pitaval
mail service as. regards this place and other world
robbed of all comfort, according to
son.
Mr.
accept
one
by
an
will
in
Is
aid
survived
Invitation
ceased
and
Albuquerque, 'days the Estancla News.
Harvey was from a Baptist family. the celebration. There will bo music his letter, which says: "For 20 years
The local office now makes up a sep- and
member of the Baptist galore with plenty of speaking and I had Chronic liver complaint, which
arate pouch for the Duke City, and churchwasin aKentucky.
led to such a severe case of jaundice
His membership addresses so that all will be assured
also receives a pouch from thav place, in the Masonic fraternity
that even my finger nails turned yel
by good time.
was
held
the change from the Santa Fe Central the lodge at Durango.
low; when my doctor prescribed Elec
being mado at Kennedy, thus giving
tric Bitters; which cured me and
AND
LAS
VEGAS
us a daily mall with Albuquerque.
have kept me well for eleven years."
IN
COAL
KILLED
SCHOOLS
RATON HIGH
Under the old method if the Santa Fe
Sure cure for Biliousness, Neuralgia,
MINE
AT
YANKEE.
The Las Vegas high school held Its Weakness and all Stomach, Liver,
was delayed, the mail would wait over
a day In Santa Fe and not come down William Williams, a coal miner at commencement exercises at tho Dun- - Kidney and Bladder derangements. A
on the Central. The new arrangement work in a room in the mines at an- - can opera house last Friday evening. wonderful tonic. At all drug stores.
Ciltax county, was crushed to The graduates were: Mary Virginia 50 cents.
makes it possible to receive an
o
fiwer from Albuquerque the second ueat h by a fall or rock at 1 o clock! Bell, Nellie Kaiherine Dearth, Mabel
Wllllama Teresa Devine, May Elizabeth Howell,
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
day alter the letter is dlspatxihed last Thursday morning.
putting in some timber near thej Bertha Margaret Papen, Mary Emma 209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
Xrom the Estancla efflce.
lace ot the room in wmcu he was Schaefer, May Cecil Schlott, Roy Karl pared to give thorough scalp treat
working, and in doing so Jarred the Seelinger, Iawrence Augustus Tarn-ro- ment. do hair dressing, treat corns
ARIZONA BOOSTERS' CLUB
so that a loose rock gave way me, and Inora Olive Wofinger. The bunions and ingrowing nails.
GETTING WIDE MEMBERSHPI
She
An Arizona "Boosters' Club," which and fell upon him. Judge Bayne, of clas scolors were Ted and white and gives massage treatment and manicur
toad Its origin in Phoenix, Is adding Raton, went to the mines to hold an the class flower the carnation. Tro- - ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
sUu and improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be injur!
ous. She also prepares a nair tonic
that cures and prevents dandruff aud
hair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and bu
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
is the foundation and
freckle cure and pimplo cure and pile
cure. AH of these preparations are
the principal essential for a really
purely vegetable compounds.
Have
good beer.
Just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of scalp, face end cure of
wrinkles. It Is also used for r'ueumaUsui, pains and massage.
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Ros-wel- l,

liounl of New Mexico Penitentiary
at the oltlee of the Superin
tendent, until It) o'clock a. m., on Tues
day, June 6th, ltfui, for furnlnhlng and
delivering nt the New Mexico i'tnlten- tlnry the supplleg hereinafter mentioned,
or no much thereof aa the Hoard may
Payment for aald sup
deem sniHIetent.
plies will be made In canli. Pellvery of
all supplies, except perlBhable articles,
must bu as directed by the Superintendent.
Bumples will be required of all articles
marked with an anterlsk, and theoe
Khould he lalieled, showing name of Milder, price, etc., and must be delivered to
not later than
the Superintendent
o'clock on said day.
All bids must tie made strictly In accordance with the conditions) on blank
proposals, which will be furnished by the
no bid
Superintendent on application;
otherwise made will he entertained. A
(Steriliiad)
bond will be required from alt successful
bidders for the faithful fulfillment of
11 made.
Our cowi tte ted and milked
contracts within ten days after date of
award.
Pacific
the
North
Coast,
where
rich
00
5").'W lbs. fresh beef, prime
quality,
pasturage abounds and an even climate
necks and shanks excluded.
prevails.
50,000 lh. flour.
10,000 lbs. nntntnen
Carnation Cream it richest in butter- -,
4.000 I tin. pinto beans.
fat absolutely pure and nutritious.
1,200 lbs. navy beans.
7,000 lbs. trranulntcd
sugar.
8,000 lbs. dry salt bacon.
Erer oat Cauliflower an Cratin? It's Imply
1.000 lb. corn meal.
delicious
mad with Carnation (.ream.
;0 cases rousted coffee.
75 lbs. black pepper.
25 lbs. red Deooer.
ANNUAL PROGRAM
20 bbls. salt.
40 cases noun, laundrv.
2 bbls. vinegar.
lbs. red chile, ground.
OF SENIOR CLASS 6100cases
canned corn.
6 cases California fruits, assorted.
l.&uo lbs. hominy.
5 bbls. syrup.

Dairymen classify them as those
which give milk in large quantity
but of poor quality and those
which give a smaller quantity but
of higher quality.
It's the latter sort from whose milk

Carnation
Cream
uu

College, Rendered
Amid Plaudits of Those
Attending.

At A. M.

Barley-Ma- lt

ETUBWEISEM
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10-l-

50-l-

Special Correspondence.
Mesilla Park, May 29. The annual
program of the senior class was given
here today and a more interesting
program has never been given by any
preceding class; McFie hail, in which
class day took place, was elaborately
decorated by the Junior class, the
stage was draped with flags and bunt
ing and presented a very pleasing
picture. '1 he program was the re
sult of the energy and untiring efforts
of the class and the class of 1906 will
long be remembered as the most In
dependent and' progressive body that
las even been graduated from the Ag
ricultural College of New Mexico. To
particularize upon the numbers would
be an injustice but the address by
Mr. A. A. Brown, the class history by
Mr. Graham, the class ode and prophecy by Miss Merle and John Blinn
respectively were well appreciated by
the large audience. The musical numbers showed careful selection and diligent training. The vocal solos of Miss
Peet and C. D. Miller were well rendered and well received, the piano
solo of Miss Ruth Coleman was most
highly accomplished, a good example
of 1906
progressional
spirit. The
class quartet distinguished Itself by
singing Uartholdy's "Departure," with
decided taste.

Anhcuser-Rusc- h

Brewing

St. Louis, II.
C.

Si.

A.

W. KUNZ, Distributor,
Albuquerque.

Asso

2311
CfM
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ar lit Capvi

use harsh physic s. The reac
likens the bowels. leads to
Get
l),an'i
liiiiiiic eoimtiipatioii.
K't'u'iis.
They operate easily, turn
'he sruniach, cure constipation.
I
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1

1

In.

)

Baxter's adjustable "S" wrench,

1
1

Coea wrench 6 In.

S

In.

Cues wrench, 12 In.
alligator wrench, No. 4.
1.''0 lbs. white lead.
lo" gal. pure linseed nil.
1
bbl. asphaltum paint.
15 gala, turpentine.
3 gals. Japan dryer.
3 hooka gold leaf,
1 lb.
gilt bronze,
2 quires Band paper No. 0.
50 lbs. oxide
lnc, dry.
1 paint
strainer.
1
kalsomlne strainer.
2 lbs. Marseilles green, dry.
10 lbs. Marseilles green, In oil.
3 pole brushes, best,
1 glass
cutter.
150 lbs. Spanish whiting.
15 lba. glue.
15 lbs. plaster parls.
2 kalsomlne brushes, beBt.
2 lbs. lamp black, dry.
14 lba. chrome
yellow.
5 lba. I'russlan blue, blue dry powder.
10 lba. Venetian
red, dry powder.
2 lba. Amer. Vermillion red, dry powder.
2 gal. hard oil.
20 gal, gloss nil.
2 gal. Interior
varnish.
250 lbs, oil
putty.
2 putty knives.
1
1

1

1

GALLUP SELLS ITS
WATER BONDS
Gallup has succeeded In selling $10,-00- 0
of bonds recently issued for the
purpose of improving the water supply of that town. A pump will be installed at the artesian well which is
flowing many thousands of gallons per
day. The proceeds of the bonds have
been deposited In the bank at Gallup.
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In the Laundry
In the Kitchen
In the Toilet

1
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a Cleanser

1

and Purifier
is Effective
Yet
Absolutely
Harmless

1

4
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Cleans the most delicate fabric with
out injury, nd leaves toe hands soli
Jid white. Ail dealers. Free sample-snillustrated booklet for Sc. in stamps.
Address Pacinc Cuast Boras Co

Chicago,

'

4

and
In the Nursery

o
NOW

tion

2

8

C. D. Miller.

-

DUE, AND
TAXES ARE
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.

2
4
2

8

Presentation of Flag.... Miss B. Pert
Quartet "Departure"
Bartholdy
Miss Bertha Peot, Miss Merle Blinn,
Mr. J. F. Blinn, Md. C. D. Miller.
Presentation of Spade
J. W. Bout
Class Song
Class
It is safe to say that the people
that attended felt well repaid and the
seniors received many congratulations
upon their entertainment.

.

is brewed and bottled only
at uie iiome riant ot tlie

2

brlcklnyers trowels (Kosel.
boxes tin .XXX plate, 2ox28
tackle blocks double 4 In. rope
tin kle blocks single,
In. roue.
:l doz.
table spoons, heavy.
5 wagon tongues.
5 ne k yokes.
1 single
tree.
6 front hounds.
6 bind hounds.
1 wagon
tire shrinker.
12 wagon skeins, steel, 3
right.
12 wagon skeins, ateel, 3
led,
2 doz. shovels, long handled.
doi. shovels, short handle.
doz. coal shovels.
2o llis. wrought
Iron washers. 1
in.
2n lbs. wrought
Iron washers
2o lbs. wrought
Iron washera
20 lbs. wrought Iron washera
20 lbs. wrought
Iron washera
1 Stiilson
wrench, open, 6 In.
HeainlH in Calla wrench,
common
10 In.
1
Benmls & Calla wrench, common,
tf

8

w

o

Budwelser

4

No. 8,
No. ,
No. 7,
No. 8,
No. 10,
No. 18,

8

THE PROGRAM.
A. A. Brown
Address
Class History
R A. Graham
(
Vocal Solo Sognl Reverie. F. Schlra
Miss Bertha Peet.
Mis Merle Blinn
Class Poem
Class Phophecy
J. F. Blinn
Piano Solo
(a) Bagatelle
Sharwenker
(b) To the Evening Star. Wag.-LoM4ss Ruth Coleman.
Last Will and Testament. .G. C. Given
Vocal Solo "Let Me Dream Again"
Sullivan

of Torture.
For more than twenty years Mr. J
B. Ma.ssey,
of 3322 Clinton St., Mln
was tortured by
neapolis,
Minn.,
8ciatla. The pain and suffering
wh:,'h ho endured during this time is
bej.111,1
Nothing
comprehension.
sav liiin any permanent relief until
no i.sf i chamberlain s rami Balm
(Jmm application of tnat liniment re
"evi.i the pain Mid made sleep and
rest imssible, and less than ono bottle
has
If
ctod a permanent cure.
t rm!
wtn sciatica r rheumatism
t
why n.it irv a
bottle of Pain
Balir and see for yourself how
Tii iv'v ii relieves tuu l':ilnFor sale
i " all druggists.

is brewed from the choicest Barley-Mal- t
obtainable,
in combination with Select Hops and Special quality
Yeast. In consequence it has the exquisite taste,
the mellowness and the delicious flavor which can
be found in no other Beer.

solder, half and half, tinners.
No. 11 1
in.

tt gross wis id screws
1
gross wood screws
1
gross wood screws
1 gross
w.md screws
1 grosa
wood screws
1 gross
wood screws
1 gross
wood screws

lbs. rice.
lbs. dried currants.
tW lba, prunes.
70 lbs. tea,
boxes.
6 canes tomatoes,
I.hii Cruces.
18 pint bottles
vanilla extract.
IS pint bottles lemon extract.
2.110 lbs. lard compound,
cans.
2 spatulas. 3 In.
t case salmon.
10 lbs. chalk line.
250 lbs. raisins.
6 wall brushes, 3 In.
2.4' 0 lbs. bologna sausage.
6 wall brushes. 4 in.
1.000 lbs. butterine.
12 sash toola, round long bristle.
5i'1 lbs. macaroni.
12 fitches, long bristle.
120 lbs. cheese.
15 sheets lithograph
boards.
pkgs.
Jello.
I'll
2
quarts liquid glue.
loo lbs. powde '1 n'jfar.
14 pea. glass 36x14.
loo lbs. table salt.
1 pc. glass 37x9.
200 lbs. breafest bacon.
15 pes. glass 36x14.
ion lbs. lima beans.
2
pea. glass 12x20.
25 lbs. bar ehwniot.
35 pes. glass 32x16.
25 Ins. shredded cocoanut.
2 pes. glass 18x16.
3 cases crackers. (Mtv Soda's,
3 pes. glass 12x20.
1 cose Cream of Wheat.
13 j ics. glass 12x36.
1 ease of tapioca.
I s.
10 pes. glass 12x30.
1 case catsup.
10 pes. glass lox28.
60 lbs. ginger 6'a.
17 pes. glass 14x18.
10U
lbs. mustard.
2 pes. glass 12x24.
2 eases Oreenwich
lye l's.
5S pes. glass 18x20.
G0Q lbs. bh! soda,
bulk.
70 pes. glasa 15x22.
2 boxes candles 6 s.
38 pes. glass 12x18.
6 cases matches.
1 pc. glass liixO'l.
1 gross
house brooms.
1 pc. glass 33 x 40.
1 doz. stable brooms.
1 pc.
glass 12x33.
500 lbs. dried peas.
67 pes. glass 16x56.
5oo lbs. DuKes smoking tobacco, 3 3 oz.
2 pes. glass 16x40.
40 butts chewing
tobacco.
1 pc. glass 25x40
3 gross Japanned shoe buckles.
1 pc. glass 36x54.
4 bottles
burnish blacking (Lynns).
2 pes. glass 33x45.
l,0il evelet hooks.
20.UOO lbs. oats.
5,000 eyelets U. & N. large).
Vi.ooo lbs. alfalfa,
1 doz. hafts, sewing common.
lo.iiio lbs. chopped feed.
1 doz. hafts, leather top peg.
3.000 lbs. bran.
IK lbs.
wire clinching nails.
6.000
lbs. bedding.
13 lbs.
wire clinching nails.
75 pes. soft pine 2x8x12.
15 lbs.
(ron heel nails.
75 pes. soft 2x8x12.
9 lbs.
Iron heel nails.
15 lies, soft pine 2x12x12.
25 lbs.
Iron heel nails.
l.ooo
ffft 1x10x12, sort Irtne, board
2 boxes Singer machine needles, N'o.C
measure.
29 No. 5.
6oo
1x12x12,
feet
soft pine, board
1 box No.
2 Singer
machine needles, measure.
No. 329.
5oo feet 1x12x12.
so
fx
pine, full stock.
6 doz. sewing machine oil.
feet white pine 1x12x16.
l.o.
1 oil stone,
I side round, medium.
5oo
1x10x16.
pine
feet
white
1 pair No. 5 pinchers
(Timmons).
500 feet white pine 1x8x16.
1 quire sand paper No. 2.
5o0 feet white pine 2x6x16.
3 shank lasters (Keystone).
800 feet oak 1x10x12.
.
10 lbs. No. 1 lasting tacks.
2"i feet oak 1x4x12.
8 lbs. No. 2 lasting tacks.
48 pes. oak 2x9x2 ft. 8 in. long.
2 boxes Meyers shoe thread.
500 feet flooring,
Oregon pine, 1x6x14.
40 Bidea heavy wax kip.
50 feet drill steel,
8
in. 12 ft. lengths.
!) sides light
wax kip.
2S feet drill steel 1 In.
4 sides heavy No. 1 Oakwood harness
12 feet
2
pipe.
in.
leather.
56 feet
In. round Iron, 14 ft. lengths.
tio lbs. (by the side) heavy No. 1
50 feet steel for repointlng picks.
oakwood sole lather.
5
doz.
shovels,
long handle.
20 doz. spools No. 24 black thread.
2 pinch bars.
20 doz. spools No. M black thread.
6 axes.
20 doz. spools No. 24 white thread.
3 grubbing hoes.
20 doz. spools No. ao white thread.
f0o lbs. black powder,
3 doz. Hpools No. 8 white thread.
fioo lbs. giant powder.
3 doz spools No. 8 black thread.
2.000 feet fuse.
I pkg. .no.
Domestic sewing machine
6 boxes caps.
lleeules.
4 doz. pick handles.
5 pkg s. Sharps hand needles, 1 to 5.
doz. drill hammer handles.
5 pkg s. Sharps hand needles, No. 4.
25 attaching plugs.
loo yards cloth,
prisoners uniform,
5 lbs. Manson tape.
dark blue woolen, 54 inches wide.
loo Incandescent lamps, 110 volt 8 c. p.
j") yards cloth, blue gray, woolen 54
75 incandescent
lamps, 110 volt 16 c. p.
Inch wide.
25 Incandescent
lamps. 110 volt 32 c, p.
lo0 yards denim, amoskrog preferred.
1
cryst.
lb.
Ac.
carbolic
2i) yunis drilling.
2 lbs. Ac. borocic.
ioo yards Canton flannel.
Ac.
lb.
tannic.
1.20U yards shirting, Hamilton
stripes,
1
lb. Amnion, chloride.
yards toweling.
1 lb. Annnon. carb.
.Mi yards
red flannel.
1
lb. bromide potass.
l'lo yards sheeting.
1 lb.
bromide audi.
oou yards
lining.
1 lb. bismuth
sub. i.tt.
5 gross cotton socks.
1
lb.
cerium oxalate.
12
gross pants buttons, large.
1 lb.
sulph.
etipro.
12 gross
pants buttons, small.
lb. ilovers powder.
I)
ross coat buttons.
1 lb.
mustard powd.
20 gross shirt buttons.
1 lb.
talcum powd.
ii gross drawer buttons.
10 lbs. magnesil sulph.
30 lbs.
bolts, carriage
1 lb.
pot.
et sodll tart.
20 lbs. holts, carriage
1 lb. pot. ehlor.
15 His.
bolts, carriage
1 lb. pot. iodli.
lo lbs. bolts, tire
1 lb. arnica fl. ex.
lo lbs. borax.
1 lb.
belladonna fl. ex.
10 His.
brass polish.
1
lb. tolu fl. ex.
brass steam cocks. 1 In.
3 lbs. wild cherry fl. ex.
6 brass Ntcam cocks,
In.
5 pts. coscara sag. fl.
pr. calipers 6 In.
5 pts. trifolium co. fl. ex.
1 closet
bowl with seat attachment.
1
pt. licorice fl. ex.
1 doz.
curry combs.
1 pt. nux vomica.
2 Bi ts collar pads 2t's .
1
pt. oxll oamph. co.
7 sets collar pails 23 b.
l.OoO tablets, neuralgic
headache.
50 feet
In. drill steel.
I.ikv tablets, pepsin, blsmui.i and char
li1 feet
In. drill steel.
coal.
1'jO feet 1 in. drill steel.
5oo tablets pot. permanganese
gr. V.
s
4 drills
8
bit.
shank &
1 roll oiled silk.
4 drills
shank and
bit.
1 roll 2 In. udhealve plaster.
3 drills
8
'
1
shank and
bit.
roll 4 in. adhesive plaster.
6 flat smooth files lii in.
1
In. adhesive plaster.
roll
6 flat smooth tiles 8 In.
'
4 rolls belladonna plasters.
12 bastard flat tiles IS in.
6 rolls mustard plasters.
6 half round Hies IS In.
'
3 gal. alcohol.
6 half round tiles 14 In.
1 doz.
3 In. bandages.
fi
1 doz.
2 in. bandages.
mum! tiles IS In.
6 three cornered
1 doz.
1 In. bandages.
tiles 12 In.
12 three gipinre saw riles 6 in.
1
In. bandages.
doz
6 three square saw riles 4 In.
1
gal. eutbymol.
fi three square
saw files 3 In.
8 oz. quinine sulph.
6 three square saw tiles 3 In.
1
gal. witch hazel.
fi double
1 lb. ichthyol.
wood files 14 in.
fi doz.
1
shovel handles, long.
lb. creosote, Tteechwood.
3 doz. sledge hammer
handles.
20 lba. vaseline.
1 doz.
pick handles.
1 gal. glycerine.
horse shoeing hammer.
1 lb. sodll phosphate.
1 carpenters hammer.
1 lb.
1 lb. sulphur.
hatchet, 4 In. blade.
1 lb.
pepsin a sceptic.
1
doz. horse brushes.
2 gals. nq. ammonia.
fi
12
In.
back Haw blades
10 lbs. absorbent
cotton.
ion feet
In. garden hose.
1
nz. silver nitrate stick.
6 v .ise menders
In.
1.0i) capsules No. 00.
12 hose clamps,
In.
l.OoO capsuea
No. 1.
In.
IS hose clamps,
l.OoO capsules
No. 3.
12 steam
in.
hose couplings
3 lbs. buchu and .innlper fl. fx.
50 feet
in. Btealll hose.
laxative.
saline
lba.
1'
25 lbs. horse shoe nails No. 9.
I Hit. chloroform.
25 lbs. horse shoe nails No. 8.
1 lb.
ether.
25 lbs. horse shoe nails No. 6.
1 t lb plumb, ac.
fi horse shoes.
1 keg No.
pts
Btlllingla Co. fl. ex.
I
1 keg No.
3 horse shoes.
1 pt. tarsaparilla fl. ex.
2 kegs No. 5 horse shoes.
1 gal. ellxr. saw palmetto
Co.
2 kegs No. 4 horse shoes.
1 g.il. ellxr, tonga Co.
1 keg No.
2 horse shoes.
1 oz. Ol. anise.
1 horse
1 keg No.
shoes.
1
gal, (11. rlcine.
2 kegs No. 6 mule shoes.
2 gal. (U. cod liver.
2 kegs No. 5 mule shoes.
2 oz. Ol. cloves.
2 kb'S No. 4 mule shoes,
1 oz. Ol. rnjuput.
un fei t Norway Iron
in.
1
oz. i. lavender.
in) feet Norway iron
In.
1 oz. Ol.
wintergreen.
In.
feet Norway iron
1 oz. ol. mustard.
50 feet Norway Iron
In.
2 gal. Ol. cotton seed.
25 feet Norway
iron
in.
:
5il tablets codeine sulph
25 feet Norway iron
In.
loo tablets cocaine hvd. ri. 11.
50 feet Norway Iron
in.
iHypo- lnO tablets H morp. and at: ;i
25 feet Norway Iron
in.
aermici.
do feet flat iron
gr.
sulph
l.ooo
tablets
strvchnlne
25 fiet flat iron
I
5o0 tablets strphanth Co.
Co.
5o feet flat iron
l.t'si tablets nitroglycerine co.
25 fuet
27
5 doz. Seeds dry plates No
4v.
2 bundles g.il. iron No. 27. 3oxW.
0 lbs. hyposulphite ot aou.i.
gross knives and 2 gross forks
2
1 lb. sulphite
of soda.
tsteili handle and blade one solid piece
15 grains gold chloride.
lawn mower, hand, large size.
pvrogallic.
lb.
acid
6 carpenters' inalkis, length 5 in.
2 plate holders 6x8 with 4xi kits
2' lbs. 1. 1, ink nuts
in.
The Hoard of New Mezlco I'enit. iiUary
2o U.S. blank mils
in.
Commissioners reserves the right Vj re15 lbs.
bl ink nuts
in.
ject anv and all bids.
In.
nozzle.
In submitting bbls for above supplies
I'M f. . t pick Steel
bidders should write plainly on envelope
pipe wee, c. 'Ill li lla I lull, 6 111.
'Tllils for supplies f..r
the following:
plumber s gasoline stove.
New Mexico l'enltentlarv." with name
l pr
w ire cutting
plu rs.
or bidders, to avoid
bidder
or names of
- n.'Z. picks It. It.
the opening of same by mistake.
s. t curing.
pl.tnes. carpenters'.
of New
Hoard
Hv order of the
i"7.. carpeuteis' pen, lis.
Pi nitentlarv Commissioners.
40 feet wrought
mm pipe
in.
TKKT.Ki
RI
AKTlll'U
I" feet wrought inm pipe
Superintendent.
t'.'i fe.t wrn;i:ht
irmi pipe
may
Bent
separ.itilv.
be
duly
Simples
fe, t wrought iron jiipo 1
marked anil numbered, to the Superin4" feei wrought iron jiipe 2.
tendent.
f t wrought iron pipe 2
ii doz.
horse sho,. lasps. IS In.
Miznor Yerko? bis
Mr. Wilson
ii half round wood rasps. 14 In.
6 quarter round riles 6 In.
Joined a prlro fighter's camp, savins;
brass bound rub s 2 ft.
New York hotel life has msd, liim
wagon without bei" 4 in. tire.
soft. Did Mrs. Mlzntr Yerkis llv in
in.
"! feel rope
hotels, too?
In.
2'l feel lope
lion
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The King of Bottled Beers

oatflakes.

lbs.

1.000

Dm.

.10

BIDS

Santa Fe, N. M., May 2t. 1Di.
Ren lea proposals will be received by the
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Every business man should investigate the
ica Filing System for letters, documents,
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CORNER COAL

years apo, and ho stops oft with an
elastic swlns that denotes munrular
force and vigor.
"PcdeMrianlsm is the best and most
healthful fport of any the world has
ever known," nld Weston. "It Is a
normal sport. No one who has ever
practiced it for a health restorer can
tesitify against it. It would be well
If every man and woman with two
legs would learn that joy which comes
from daily walks. The bicycle was no
Improvement, but it robbed
of many of its devotees. Now
it ls the abominable automobile that
attracts attention. There is no real
human sport in this new game, for it
gives the 1ody no healthful exercise.
"I account for my superb health and
the fact that I was able at the age of
68 to better my record between Philadelphia and New York of 4i years
ago by the reason of the constant exercise I have taken on the path. Walk
and Ik? healthy and happy is my advice
to everyone."

BFurnltyre ManK

j J. D. Emmons,
M

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

29, 1906.
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kind ever invented.
Call and see it or write
for particulars.

BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND
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WITH EVERY VEHI- CLE WE SELL,
Any part falling t7
means of defectlra i
1
fzJ
material or workman- ship will be made good (
wit hout expense to the (
owner, Irrespective ot,
time of service. Thl
to urices, you can t beat ours on the,
i

lllOi',.

Sch went ker, Manager Pacific
Mutual I. Ite Insurance Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
B.

Dear Sir

am instructed to advise

I

that the company's vaults

you

in San

Francisco have been opened, and also
the vault containing the securities,
and all records and securities are
found to be absolutely intact and uninjured. Yours very truly,
A. W. MORGAN.
(Signei.i
Assistant Secretary.

i roteets you as to quality. Ad
sanie R:ade of grods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and ls equipped with
all necersary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, np- noisiMing, trimming and pminung. King up, write or call.

fully

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

MATTERS
o

Postoffice
The postoffice

THiS CHANCE

TO

Discontinued.
at Gold Hill, Grant
county, has been discontinued
and
mall addressed to that point will be
sent to Lordsburg in the future.
Star Service Established.
Star route service has been estab
lished between Petaca and Tres Pied-ra- s
in Rio Arriba county. Buena Ven
tura Martinez was declared a falling
bidder and the contract was awarded
to Dionlclo Archuleta at $2f0 a year.

M

SE-

CURE 'BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
8

A D D L E 3

BRIDLES

LP
M

We are offering tome very special price on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

lcr s a reau.t of the proceeding, ex
cepi oennite cnarges are made against
carriers named of which they have
been notified and which they have
had opportunity to Justify.
"If It is expected or desired that
the commission ehall take some ac
tion In reference to the rates in ques
Hon it would seem that at least an informal complaint should be made by
some interested party, or by an or
Train No. 10 this morning carried ganlzation representing the commer
thirty peons riding on a pass, which cial interests of that community
which states facts wini sufficient
read "Joliet, In."
deflnlteness to warrant an investiga
E. W. Tucker, night roundhouse tion.
foreman at Needles for the Santa Fe,
has been pfomoted to mechanical SHEEPMEN IN GOOD SPIRITS
foreman at Barstow.

rmcmo0CmO0Cmcm000909

RAILROAD

Be

w.nf

que, N. M.
By order of the city council.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
May 2, 1906.

STEAM
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Furniture

Man.

CLEANING

g

Claanar

I
T
I
?

He is

tV:e

Moving, pack-

-

Ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting; up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,
Hay

Y

t
0

ZZZX-XXXXXX-

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

O

OILS. VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cas'a paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Li

THIRD STREET

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

PRESCRIPTIONS

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY,

Finest Whiskies

Automatic Phone,

Wines, Brandies. Etc. 0

SAMPLE A NO c

You Enjoy Reading
We

V.:T."""r

If your eyes are relieved from strain.
not only fit lenses correctly Wc fit
the frames comfortably too.19

BERBER
CO.,
OPTICAL
Manufacturers
Reform Itifoculs.
of

1

the

Albuquerque's Exclusive Opticians

13 West Odd Ave.

CAKES

A

Myer,

RENTALS

and

Farms

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Buildln.

T

Am
up

to

Lucero
daFe signs

208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER

8TRONO BLOCK.

riRE

INSURANCE.

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque,

213 215 217

&

OOOOOOOCXl

SPECIALTY.

TOT I A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
line Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your dpderg for
this line with us.

ri""T5 ""TV

Real Estate

0. W. Strong's Sons

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

iii

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
5
3 ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

General Repair Shop.

SIMON BALLINO.
WEDDING

Wootton

A. D. JOHNSON

RIO N Emit BAKERY

t

CLUB ROOMS

i

OOCXDOC)CXXXDOOOCOOCCCXX)OCX)

Ranches

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, South
Third (street.

199.

i

AND

Furniture packed and crated; gasa

Albuquerque, N. M.

I

If you think that a windmill will not furnish you
with water, take a look
at my residence, at '512
South B nod way, and also
the two house at the corner of Coal avenue and
Arnold street. They are
all supplied by a
mill, pumping the water
seventy-fiv- e
feet.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

Sole Agents.

m

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

WATER

MELINI & EAKIN

O

i i

203

At Consistent
Prices

.

in

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

12-fo-

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

tnii i ii

WE FILL

Meat Market

!

o

N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher

Trimble & Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

o

& CO.

PAINTS,

X

00-0'0'OC'0-

Presses & Farm Machinery

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,

Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
4
737 South Walter Street.

Light rig leaves city for the springs
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
every Monday and Wednesday.
Only first clas house at the Springs.
Four-hors- e
stage leaves city every
J. B. BLOCK.
Friday through in one day. Only
Proprietor
line with change of stock en route.
Jemez Hot Springs, New Mexico.

w-- L.

Third And MarquctU

FIGURE ONWITH US

Bottled In Bond.

wT0N

Engineer Eby who has had charge THE OLD HEEL AND TOE ARTIST
NINETY-SITRIPPED
OFF
of the survey of the Arizona & ColoMILES THE OTHER DAY.
rado line between Farmlngton and
Gallup, came in with his family Monthe burden of G8 years rests
day, having resigned his position, says so When
lightly on the shoulders of a man
the Farmington Times. He stated that he can walk
the 96 miles interthat there would be aliout a month's vening between Philadelphia
and New
work yet before the line is completed. York in 23 .hours
and 17 minutes
About 2,000 grade stakes and some without evincing signs
of fatigue, that
3,000 pins and hubs were taken across individual
is entitled to a niche in
the footbridge Tuesday and takpn out Pedestrianism's
hall of fame. Edward
to camp.
Payson Weston, famous veteran heel
and toe walker, accomplished the feat
STEALING A RIDE
other day, and after he reached
RESULTS IN DEATH. the
New York he walked two miles fur- Medio Trrres, while stealing a ride tner up Broadway to
his hotel. Just
-snow that he was not tired and did
V
ri'
a : . "- to
-""
not
a
need
hansom
cab.
railway, fell from the steps of the ca-- ,
ton.g welI.Uult fi
h
e
8
boos near Fierro. Grant county .and none )f the ,
f
,
reskull,
death
sustained a fractured
... .
1t
J".
uu o
KM
suiting a few days afterwards at St.
Joseph's hospital at Silver City.
Morales who was stealing a ride
at the same time, accused Conductor
.'. A. Merrill of trying to collect fifty
cents from Torres for the ride, and
kkking Torres from the train because
the latter refused to fay. The other
train hands denied the story cf Morales, and Justice of the Peace C. (J.
Bell at Silver City, discharged Merrill.
Tories was 2ti years of age, and
leaves a wife and three children.

CARPET

THORNTON Th
Cleans everything.

Both Phones

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.

x

""i!'

ere!?

SCREEN DOORS

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

e

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
Steam Sausage Factory.
Can't look well, eat well or feel well
Return. Tickets on sale June
with Impure blood feeding your body,
EMIL KLEINWORT.
1, 2, 3 and 4.
Rate
Keep the blood mire with Burdock
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
exerBlood Bitters. Eat simply, take
S63 05
else, keep clean and you will have
Call at Ticket Office for full
long life.
THE CELEBRATED
Citizen Want ads bring resulU.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

.

...

ATTENTION

It. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
saftiin.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Frost
Buildings.
mopmlr on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Specialty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albaqaarsia, H. M.

Gf nf ral Batldlng Sapplles

M

Kniffhtsof Columbus

Machine Works

ELITE CAFE

x

j

1

i7

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Aveniie.

1.

semi-annuall- y

Grant Brothers are at work on the LAMB AND WOOL CROP BEST IN
grading of the Barnwell & bearcn- SEVERAL YEARS, AND PRICES
GOOD.
light and it is expected that the grad- ing will be completed' by September l
Several rnrrl from th ohuunmmi
are to the effect that the lambrng this
U F. Matz, traveling auditor for
the Santa Fe, was a caller at the lo-- season has broken all records for
cal offices yesterday. Mr. Matz will some time past, says the Estancla
as a former chief News.
be remembertd
A report from the ranch of F. P.
clerk at the local offices.
Carpenter places his lambing at 103
Austin Scanlon fell from a moving per cent.
Reports from various
train west of Barstow the other ranches are that the average will not
morning while stealing a ride and be less than 100 per cent. This
sustained a fracture of one leg. He.8IrK has been very favorable for
waa not found until some hours after- - tne worj and the grass jn niogt !.
ward when he waa taken to the coun- - cations has leen good, so that there
ty hospital at San Bernardino.
has been plenty of feed. Consequent- Uje'narvey
system.
Smith,
"ref aI1
M.
O.
of
Hf"
Marmorning
San
?
from
arrived this
cial, where he arranged a change of ei"
The hearing season Is just open-housmanagers of the San Marclal eating
lpa" V,Z" nfn
Lou s Ravenel, the former
bee" 'n-manager, who gres to Toledo. Ohio,
'heCli? J1""
ne owners holding
hv P N I oso recently )t hgher
thg average lmyercare8
fhan
oi i
to pay. It seems the buyers are ex- The Searchlight. Nevada. Northern pectlng a decline and are not at all
rallmaH is nishinir work and the hard--1 anxious to contract in advance as
years past. Both lambing
est Dart of the entire road is now 'n other
graded. This part, which is near Mar and shearing will net splendid re
vel. is practically all rock work and turns to the sheepmen and There will
blaklng had to l.e resorted to almost be plenty of -money throughout the
"
entirely.
After the first four miles
the natural road bed will be followed
w,u prosre
Bt nu,ch ereat"
IS STILL WALKING

nMe

mill

m

Foundry and

ft

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

acce-pted-

TOPICS

11

Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
Building Bonds" and addressed to the
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M"
will be received at the office of the
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., until 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for
an issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
dollars of city building bonds of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certified check for one thousand (11,000)
dollars must accompany each btd,
said sum to be forfeited to the city,
A
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
In case of failure ot performance by
.
him if his bid ls
Said city building bonds are to be
Issued in the denomination of one
1 Hi.
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
a.
hi
Z
r -t 'r
f
11ft
" n : Ma...
k
to bear Interest at a rate not to ex1
ifil
ceed four (4) per cent per annum,
and are to be sold at not less than
their par value. Both principal and
Interest are to be paid in New York
city and the Interest is to be payable
on the first days of Jan Large. Mry Rooms. Prces Very Rea
sonah'e.
uary and July of each. year.
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
Said bonds ere to be payable at the
Proprietor.
option of the city, twenty (20) years
and absolutely payable thirty (30)
years after date. The right ls re-- j
served to reject any and all bids.
For further Information, address
Harry F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquer-- ;

Grand Central Hotel

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

M

Fort Bayard. N. M., May 18, 1906.
Sealed proposals In triplicate for furnishing material and constructing
addition to Ambulant Patienta Mess
here, will be received until 11 a, m.,
June 4, 1906. and then opened. In
formation furnished on application.
U. S. reserves the right to accept or
reject any or all proposals or any
part thereof. Envelopes containing
proposals should be endorsed, "Proposals for Addition to Ambulant Patients' Mess," and addressed to Capt,
S. P. Vestal, Qmr.

PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.

ROBES

AND ETC.
2

Albuquerque

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Assorts?
tlon. Office at 217 West R&llroa
avenue.

M.
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

N. Second St.. Both Pbonss.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, mntf
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North, Broadway, corner of Washington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Gre-gori- o

r

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

FINDINGS SENT INTERSTATE

COMMISSION.
A dispatch from Roswell dated May
COMMERCE

says: The findings and recommendation of the federal grand Jury
at its recent sitting in Koswell
in
reference to aliegeil discriminations
in rates fcy the Pecos Valley & Northeastern Railway company, were duly
forwarded by Judge W. H. Pope, associate Justice of the supreme court
of New .Mexico, as requested by the
grand Jury, to H n. Martin A. Knapp.
chairman of the interstate commerce
commission. Judge Pope has received
a reply from Chairman Knapp, in
which he says:
"The first part of this rexrt is
understood to allege discrimination in
freight rates on certain commodities
shipped to Roswell, N. M.. as
with the rates charged on the
same commodities shipped to neighboring towns. No commodities are
named or indicated, nor are the
mentioned which are alleged
to enjoy more favorable rates. Upon
such a general indefinite statement,
the commission can take no action,
which would te likely to prove beneficial. The commission can make no
ruling in rtspect to rates except after investigating a complain" which
which has been served upon the carriers and beard, upon due notice.
can in
f "It is true, the commission
stitue tin inquiry of its ow n motion,
but In such case it can make no or28.

coin-pare-

Lucated on the Befen

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa F'e Railway

3elen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

ij

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with brosd1 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake nd public park and grand old shade trees; publls school son, eoet-kchurches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; tbe Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 160 barrels daily; large winery; three lotsls,
fUUirsxts, ate. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans acd bay la Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated.

Of 1.090

70-fo-

f

$;i00;

d

-

9

LL

r

Tit

PAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WLL

:o

effared are In the center of tbe city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
U.4 ioc4 yard, drug store, barnest sbop, etc., etc. Also a flnt-cltsmodern hotel.

;

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

We need a

flrst-clss-

s

bakery, tailor sbop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing skot, ylaatr

nUL

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

ii

M

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

JOHN BECKER, President

:

SSUSZSa.

DEEDS

WM. M. BERGEPv, Secretary

M

ALBUQUERQUK
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STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
leave tomorrow for the Zunl mountains, of the .av.ijo reservation, for
he purpose of arresting four Navajo
to
The undersigned
is prepared
Indians, whom. It i ciaimen. umr make trip to and from the celebratlxen causing much trouble to the ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any in1
fh.ep raisers of Inat serf Ion of the formation desired can be secured
aicountry. Tiiev are ace used
113
West
from George H. Moore, No.
Ing sheep ;.ii,t committing other dep- Railroad avenue.
Is Paralleled by the
reflations.
WEATHfcR INDICATIONS.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON".
t Superintendent
a
The attention
Generally fair tonight and Wednes Payne, of the Traction c mpany. is
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
day; colder In east portion tonight called'" the condition of First street,
Remember. Eureka U the only lime
OF
OF
and in southeast portion Wednesday bet wen Railroad and 'Void avenues, sold here that will not pop, crack or
Superinlister In the wall. See that it is
since he raised the track.
E
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
tendent Payne did a fine piece of specified in your contract.
should
but
he
went,
HAHN
CO.
The one was for the supremacy of a
all work as far as he
A 4 o'clock report announce!
str-- t
up to the rail
cause
passenger trains due here this even now grade the directly in front of the
sum
DellgMful
Springs
Whitcomb
The nirehants
ing on time,
open
Is
pub
mer
now
to
resort,
and
coming,
the
a
The other for the supremacy of ef- just kick
switch have
--SMS
another ic. Good rooms, good meals, every
feet.
Rev. Otorge ,1. Juillard was in t ho Mr. Payne should not allowdoing
that thing clean and nice. Bring your
day to pass by wl'hout
city from Gallup yesterday.
This Is an exact reproduction of our
come
us.
out
see
and
and
families
Ytar by year, 'way back as far as
President W. f. Johnson, of the grading.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
'fil, clothes makers have been warring
Shoes, with
style 2'0 Soft Kid,
C. H. Elmendorf. manager for the
Ajtierlcan Ivumbcr company, has been
for supremacy. Now, 'tig settled. Evthe
called to Cleveland, Ohio on business Socorro company, arrived from
extension soles. They are made on a
ery man who knows, cries forth the
morning and is a guest at
this
south
of
the
superintendent
J.
Sullivan,
8.
la-- t.
marvelous' victory of OWE clothes
that gives plenty of room aeros
As the result of the
t'ennsylvanla Development company s the Alvarado.
maker
irrigation works the Socorexlensive
on
the ball and prevent cramping;
city
in
s
Hagen,
at
the
coal mines
HART,
company
is doing on the Boque
ro
business.
while the sung fit over the Instep and
SCHAFFNER
del Apache grant near the station of
Miss Mabel Sweeney, who lias len Elmendorf, on the Santa Fe. and the
around the ankle keeps the foot from
with
the number of people the work Is bringing
nlarlnir sonbrette warts
MARX,
Uerger-Orosslipping up and down.
coniiany at the Casino to the Place, the government has given
Denver.
morning
for
left
Is
this
A
postofflce.
townsite
Elmendorf a
Stand forth alone on a pinnacle of
They have military .heels, patent
Mrs. Harvey Moore, wife of Chief being laid out at the station in real
fame, wen by Honest Making of Good
e
leather tips, and come In either black
local
Santa
Clerk Moore, of the
city style.
TWO-YEA- R
Clothes.
ROSE PLANTS
.
otiices, ten last nigiu ior an mnum
Padilla saloon Keeper anu ufir
or brown.
v
i
iionvpr
Kansas i
aniiuiun uty sheriff in the unl mountains, was
irin tfn
eastern cities.
here yesterday, and returned to 1 nor
$5.00 PER DOZEN
Mm. Fred Lewis of Silver avenue, eau last night. I.a3t Sunday morning, $4.00 and
left last night for Denver, for a short at Ketner. two brothers got into a
$2.25
McKAY SEWED
visit to her friend. Mrs. .UcMlllen. racket, with Sua erintendent Belknap
were arrested by Deputy
Mrs. Uwis will fl6 absent from the The men
HAND WELT
$2.75
city a couple of weeks.
Sheriff Padilla. and taken to
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Scbwentker have t.unas. where thev were placed in
EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR H. S. & M. SUITS
niovtd into their new home, No. 515 iall. One of the men was a log load
avenue, where they will er and the other night nostier, noia
Roma
west
TJ
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
be pleased In the future to see their In t'fce employ of the Zuni Mountain
railway of the Amtrican Lumber com
many friends.
pany.
When purchased at r. F. Trotter's
David Welller and Le.n Hertzog,
The great. sieeial sale new on at
grocery store, axe sure to bring the two of the lKys who have a store in
cay,
Racket store, D. H. Boatrlght pro
the
of
blocks
the
business
half
the
right flavor to all dishes Into which returned
home last n.ght from a trip prietor, is attracting many buyers.
This morning shortly after the doors
they enter. This is because we al to the fatherland.
opened on the special sale, ithe store
ways procure the best manufactured.
Chester Dobson, Nicolas Armijo and began to fill up with buyers and an
We find out first what brands are re Jamos and John Hubbell, four Albu day long has been crowded to suffoca
querque boys who were cadets at the
liable and personally guarantee them Roswell Military academy tne past tion with shoppers who are taking aa
vantaze of the exceptionally low
winter, are home for the summer.
orlces on goods, as advertised in Sat
says:
Mrs.
Reporter
The Raton
urday's Evening Citizen. The sale
have
children
Jake Schulmeister and
will continue for several days, and it
gone to Albuquerque, where they will Is evident that Albuquerque shoppers
Mr.
Schulmeister
make their home,
a imrirain wtipn thev Sep it ad
havliiir accented a position in that vertised, fudging from the crowded'
Second
street
120
South
118
and
city.
No.
appearance of the store on this, the
One admission fee to the two games opening day of tne special sate.
of base 4all at Traction Park tomorrow afternoon. The 'ball players from PRETTILY DECORATED WINDOWS
MAYNARD.
Y.
T.
HICKOX.
GEO. W.
Santa Fe will arrive this evening, and
The reason that we talk E. & W.
This uicture shows an E. & W. 75c
be In good trim for the two games toshirts is shown by the above illusThe Williams Drug company have
curved arm holes,
the
morrow.
Notice
shirt.
tration. They are full in size and
-window
exceedingly appropriate
the wide and roomy sleeves, the
Only one victim snowed up in po- an
fit comfortably. They are so well
store, 11 West
at
their
pro
decoration
to
low-cback
at
neckband
being
morning,
lie
nce court hls
made; so stylish, and so good in
memory of the
avenue,
in
Railroad
button.
collar
from
skin
being
with'
tect
the
TruJIilo, charged
In every respect that the maker
The
shirt-masailors.
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Hish Grade Oxfords
at a Moderate Price
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THE WAR
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Until June 1

t

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Is

WES,

Floridly

Clothing
Rule
The Golden
Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

F. F. TROTTER

Ln-.u-

Co,

The Hickox Maynatd

Don-Ican-

o

ut

k-

Pickard's Hand
Fine new
just arrived.
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inspection.
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We invite
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J
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Whitney Company

THE SODA THIRST
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entertain Treat
able
better
your throat at our fountain.
NEW
SISTERS
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL

LUMBER,

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame OH Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

or

SASH,

CEMENT,

s

Mead Hay

Doors, Glass, Paint and

Shot

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

tl3, It

ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

Ellin

403

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

40

M

Albuquerque,

S. T. VANN, 0. 0.

Diamond

Eye Sight
Specialist

Palace

ilSIIti

Subscribe for the Cituen and Get the News

.

Watt

E.

L WASHBURN

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

CO.

Successors to E. J. POST

THE HOME OF

IVES, THE FLORIST.

WALE0VER SHOE
$$o5

w

.

$4oOO

HEN you look at WALKOVER SHOES

you are at once impressed with their ex
cellent style and character. When you put them
on your feet you gain inside information that will
back up your first impression. After you have
worn them a while and know them thoroughly-ins- ide
and out you find yourself confirmed in the

WALKOVER HABIT.

TRY A PAIR

itiUTTrtittiun
Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.
t t!',n
over Mandell's on Railroad
avenue between First and Second
st reci.. Hours from 8 to -' a. in., 1:30
in r, I.. in.

lr

Wtilliams lias practiced bis
Vegas for the past
In

Hiitccn years.
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R.R.

AND

BOUGHT.

SOLO

EXCHANGED

Astoelatlon Oflct
Transactions

Cuarantaad

RCSEMFIELD'S.

1 1

fUl M

Wholesale

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

8 W. R. R. Ave.

and Retail ITU

ICE CREAM

M FZ&f
ttt fiiftAsf
J5Q
MJ
ink tea

LvL

p

REFRIGERATORS

& COMFANY

'

-

H

Wholesale

and Retail

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

rubber hose

FREEZERS

gardeTTtools

WIPE WINDOW
SCREENS
GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

SPADEs7SHOVELS
RAKES

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

